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ABSTRACT
The thermoacoustic phenomenon chosen for study here is that
discovered by Rijke in 1859. In the Rijke phenomenon the air column in
a vertical oen-ended tube is caused to resonate by the presence of a
heated grid in the lower half of the tube. There is a rising convection
flow in the tube, which is important to the driving mechanism.
No adequate small-signal theory exists to predict the onset of
oscillations in a Rijke tube. The two available theories involve
unjustified assumptions regarding the behavior of the flow at the heater,
and are unacceptable for this reason.
This research presents a one-dimensional, small-signal analysis of
the Rijke tube with emphasis placed on the development of a mathematical
model of the heater. The principal theoretical innovation is the inclu-
sion of a heater transition region of finite thickness. The resulting
equations can be solved for the complex natural frequencies (. = C. + j )
of the various modes of vibration in the tube. Values of the natural
frequency for the fundamental mode of the tube have been computed and in-
terpreted as driving functions (a/c) and frequency shifts (fl - f)/fj
from a simple temperature-corrected natural frequency.
3j means of an experimental method developed for this study, measure-
ments of the small-signal driving function were carried out under a
variety of experimental conditions. The theoretical dependence of the
driving function on heater position, is in good qualitative agreement
with experiment, but the theoretical values are an order of magnitude
too large. Although other indications of qualitative agreement between
theory and experiment were observed, extensive comparison was hindered
by a lack of knowledge of the behavior of the heat-transfer coefficient.
A determination of the phase relationships for the acoustic ?nianti-
ties at the heater showed areement with the criterion for heat-
driven oscillation advanced by Rayleigh. The phase relationships
suggest several revisions in the theory, which should give closer agree-
ment between theory and experiment. NTote is made that the transition-
region tlicmkness and the hase shifts resulting from its adoption are
important in the mechanism of the Rijke phenomenon. In conclusion,
reco:mmendations are given for further work, both theoretical and emeri-
mental.
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1C TER 1. INTRODUCTION ALD HISTORY
Interest in the transduction of heat to sound energy is currently
increasing. For many years, thermoacoustic oscillations* were in-
teresting, occasionally useful phenomena studied for their own sake
and used in lecture demonstrations. Recently, however, with the advent
of large combustion systems--especially those of the propulsion type,
oscillations and instabilities caused by or associated with heat have
appeared on numerous occasions. As evidence of the interest in such
matters, one need only note that seven papers associated with comobustion-
system instabilities were presented at the Fourth International Sym-
posium on Combustion,7 held at M.I.T. in 1952.
The presence of thermoacoustic phenomena is described by such
terms as "screech," "scream," "rumble," etc., in jet engines or rockets
where the effects cover the range between annoyance and actual destruc-
tion. Other manifestations have appeared in industrial gas furnaces,
oil burners, and (of all things) gas-heated deep-fat fryers.
As a result, today, Heat-Maintained Sound is a social outcast.
He has made the mistake of settling in the machines of the aircraft
industry; and his demise is sought with much sponsorship.
The Rijke Phenomenon
There exists one kind of thermoacoustic oscillation which occurs
*,Rayleigh21 22 and Richardson 25 give good general revievws on the subject.
under less complicated circumstances than the examples already given.
In this phenomenon discovered bny P. L. Rijke26 '27 in 1859, a vertical,
- open-ended tube is caused to resonate by the presence of a heated grid
in the lower half of the tube. The situation is shown in a schematic
drawing in Fig. 1-1. The convection flow established by the heater
appears to be essential to the phenomenon. (One exception is to be
mentioned later.) The driving of the scillation depends on the posi-
tion of the grid, with the strongest oscillation occurring when the
grid is aporoximately one quarter of the way up from the bottom end
of the tube. For heater positions in the upper half of the tube,
damping instead of driving results.
Heat may be supplied to the grid from a source of electric power
or from a -as burner, which must be removed before singing will start.
In the latter case, of course, the oscillations die out as the grid
cools. In a complementary phenomenon reported by Bosscha2 and also by
Riess,23'2h the tube contains a cold grid. The dependence of driving
on heater position (relative to the inlet end for the steady flow) is
just the opposite of that for the case of a heater. For upward flow
maintained externally, a refrigerated grid damps when in the lower half
and drives when in the upoer half.
IIy~ ~Tn +R.'h o i n mrhri c n nt. ±1 t h a wnrs 8n cmn nng nd a few centi-
meters in diameter. The author has observed singing in tubes from 18 in.
to 10 ft in length with diameters between 2 in. and 5 in. There is no
reason to believe that the limits in length have been reached, but the
lower limit probably is not much below that mentioned.
i
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Because of its apparent simplicity and reasonably well specified
behavior, the Rijke tube has been studied by those interested in
thermoacoustics in eneral. T-ile the Rijke phenomenon is definitely
distinct from the combustion types of oscillations, an understanding
of its mechanism would be a significant step forward i the field.
For this reason, the Rijke tube has been chosen for the present study.
Currently Available Theories
Throughout his report the rinary interest will be in a small-
signal theory for the Rijke tube. The small-signal approach appears
to be the most meaningful one for this new situation. Results could be
expected to give information on the tability of a small disturbance
in the tube. Thus, the conditions for the onset of oscillations would
be established with the prediction of driving or damping for small
signals.
Rijke26 27 himself was of practically no help in setting forth a
theory for his discovery. In 1878 Rayleigh21 proposed the first
reasonable explamation. In discussing driven oscillations in general,
he makes several observations. The first was that, in general, a
periodic driving force contains terms that can drive or damp, and
terms that can alter frequency. The second Awas a criterion for driving
in heat-driven systems. This criterion can be paraphrased as follows:
"When heat is added periodically to an oscillatory system, the os-
cillations tend to be driven if the periodic part of the heat-addition
rate has a component in phase with the acoustic pressure, and tend to
be dped if the periodic part of the heat-addition rate has a component
out of phase with the pressure." This statement is sound and has been
used (and misused) freely by those interested in heat-maintained sounds.
Rayleigh's explanation of the Rijke phenomenon was based on the
large-signal assumption that the acoustic particle velocity exceeds
the steady-flow velocity. -when this is true, the particles reverse
their directions and travel downward for a part of the cycle. The
result is that fresh ackets of unheated gas are brought into contact
with the heater dring a specified interval of each cycle. Because
the heat-addition rate increases when cool gas arrives at the heater,
Rayleigh's model for the tube, together with his criterion, predicts
the proper dependence of driving and damping on heater position. This
explanation is reasonable and seems to be at least qualitatively correct.
However, as a large-signal description, it finds no direct application
in this work.
In 1909 Pflaum1 8 suggested that the singing in a Rijke tube is
caused entirely by friction between the wires and the air flow. The
effect of the heat addition is, he says, stronger singing because the
velocity past the heater wires is increased. As will be shown shortly,
this theory is unfounded and can be ignored completely.
In an article written in 1937, Lehmannl4 reported the first
known quantitative measurements on the Rijke tube. Starting with
a mathematical formulation of Rayleigh's explanation, he proceeded to
demonstrate that it was inadequate to eplain his (Lehmann's) eeri-
ments. His elaborations on the theory include some reasoning on the
behavior of the flow and on phase considerations at the heater. This
work represents a healthy trend but was not carried out carefully
i
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enough. Lehmann finally introduced an unbalanced acoustic resistance
(apparently because he needed it to make his heory work) giving it
only conversational justification. Even at this, his results were
only partially satisfactory. Because Lehmann's work was concentrated
on a large-signal analysis, his theoretical results ill not be dis-
cussed further here.
In the experimental part of Lehmann's work there are a number of
interesting items. For example, he found that a plane heater ofismall
(0.2-m) wires wound back and forth between supports would not of
itself drive the tube. However, the addition of a fine-mesh screen
within 2 or 3 mil above or below the heaters resulted in singing. His
measurements were then made ith a screen over the grid. An ilteresting
discovery as that singing was obtained with zero average flow velocity
through the tube. (The lower end of his tube was terminated in a
plenum chamber to which a variable flow of air was supplied. See
Chapter 3.) This is not in obvious agreement with his other experi-
mental results, which show the amplitude of oscillation to have a
_maximum at a given flow velocity and to die out for higher and lovmer
velocities.
Data on the steady-state sound-pressure amplitude in his apparatus
make possible an extimate of the efficiency of a Rijke tube. The maxi-
mum ratio of acoustic power radiated from the ends of a tube to the
electrical power input vaas of the order 10 L . Under the same condi-
tions the power in the steady flow was about 10 relative to tnhe
electrical input, or 10-2 relative to the acous c output. Thisrelative to the acoustic output. This
7observation is most damaging to flaum's theory, since the oscillation
cannot possibly be driven by the flow without a power gain of approxi-
mately 100.
The first small-signal analysis of the Rijke tube was put forth
by euringer and Hudson1 7 in 1952. This work appears to be a case
where "a little Ik:aowledge is a dangerous thing." The basic premise
used was that the heat-transfer rate at the heater was proportional
to the negative of the velocity gradient at the heater. This postulate,
which was based on an incorrect apolication of the relation between
Reynolds number and turbulence, was misinterpreted at the beginning of
the paper. Further reference to this work would serve no useful
purpose.
The remaining theory advanced for the Rijke phenomenon is that of
Putnam and Dennis.20 The theory, contained in a report published in
1953, points out that the tube will be driven and damped apropriately
if the heat-transfer rate is assumed to lag the acoustic particle
velocity at the heater. The statement is true enough, but the fact
that it gives the desired result is not sufficient justification f r
accepting it. To substantiate their assmnption, Putnam and Dennis
cite two statements concerning phase lags in thermal systems and
viscous systerms, wvrith no innmediately obvious relation to the Rijke
phenomenon. Hoever, they do not insist that their theory is necessarily
correct; and, as a matter of fact, their experiment involved a flame
burning on a screen instead of only a heated screen.
Reference to the literature on hot-wire anemometry12 28 reveals
no assumption of a time lag between velocity fluctuations and heat
8transfer. The Reynolds number of the flow past one of the heater
elements is of the se order as that for a typical flow past a hot
wire. Therefore, the findings for the case of a hot wire should be
I a good guide for thought regarding the heater in a Rijke tube.
The analysis presented in the next chapter is an attempt to de-
velop an adequate small-signal theory for the Rijke phenomenon. Care
has been taken to avoid the pitfall of assumption for convenience, and
the work proceeds from basic considerations wherever possible..1
I
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CHAPTER 2. A NEW THEORY FOR THE RIJIKE TUBE
Our approach in the analysis of the Rijke tube is summarized
briefly as follows: We shall develop a mathematical model for the
tube for small signals, placing special emphasis on a study of the
heater as an integral part of the system. The resulting equations
i ___ _ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J.
wll e solved or Pl, te lowest natural requency of wne tube.
In general, this frequency will be complex, as there can be either
growth or decay of the oscillations, that is,
= a + icj. (2-1)
The time dependence assigned to the acoustic solutions is
ePt = et e j t. (2-2)
Thus, a knowledge of ol the driving (or damping) coefficient
for the fundamental mode, will enable us to predict whether small os-
cillations will grow or decay in the system we have described mathe-
matically. This procedure effectively determines the conditions for
the onset of oscillations because only an infinitesimal disturbance
would be required to excite a system in which a is greater than zero.
Any real physical system is subject to such disturbances in the form
of noise.
.\
In order to avoid excessive complexity in the relations describing
the system, we shell make assumptions as they are needed. Many of these
assumptions are"standard," that is, they customarily are used in small-
signal acoustics; others are special to this problem. In any case care
All symbols are defined in the glossary of Appendix A.
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will be taken that all assumptions have as much foundation in fact and
experience as possible. Final judgment on the validity of the assump-
tions and approximations used will depend on the success or failure of
the theory to present an adequate explanation or description of the
phenomenon.
Assumptions
A few of the assumptions of which we shall make immediate use are
the following:
1. A one-dimensional analysis may be used.
2. Viscosity and heat conduction my be neglected except as
required explicitly or implicitly in the analysis at the
heater.
3. Small-s:ignal conditions obtain--that is, the time-varying
parts of the quantities considered are small relative to
the respective time-average parts.
4. The ideal-gas law ({D= p'R )* may be used to describe the
behavior of the gas.
5. Wave propogation outside the heater region may be considered
to be adiabatic.
The Wave Equation and Its Solutions
In the schematic diagram of Fig. 2-1, the tube is divided into
two major regions separated by a small transition region at the heater.
*Our convention for notation will be to use script letters for total
quantities, upper-case letters for time-average quantities, and lower-
case letters for time-varying (acoustic) quantities. For example,
1(= U + u. Density is an exception to this rule; we write p' for the
total density and p for the average. Thus, p = p(l + s) where s is
the condensation, an acoustic quantity. Temperature is also an excep-
tion in as much a.s we write r for its time-varing part.
11
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One of the novel aspects of this analysis is that a finite thickness
is ascribed to the heater. (As'was pointed out in the previous chapter,
the work of others has been based on the assumption of a temperature
step at the heater, and therefore a heater of zero thickness.) Experi-
ments made early in this research have shown that it is not necessary
to have an extremely thin heater in order to get good singing in a
Rijke tube. On the contrary, a heater as thick as 1 centimeter gives
strong singing in a tube about 60 centimeters long. Thus, we allow for
a transition region of finite thickness, suspecting that this region
plays an important part in the phenomenon. However, we assume that A
this region is small with respect to the wavelength of the oscillations
considered. For the fundamental mode of the tube this requirement is
approximately
a << . (2-3)
Now we wish to establish a condition on the average properties of
the gas (i.e., P, p, and T) in the regions not containing the heater.
In an ideal case where one could neglect heat conduction to the walls
of the tube, there would be no reason to expect the average gas tempera-
ture to vary from point to point in either region 1 or region 2.
Lehmann's measurementst of temperature as a function of position are in
fair agreement with this thinking. They show that the gas temperature
gradients within the transition region are much larger than those in
region 1 or region 2, indicating that an assumption which confines the
"The letter A in tle right-hand margin indicates that a new assumption
is being introduced.
tRef. 14, p. 539.
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changes in average temoerature to the transition region is probably
reasonable.
On a basis of this evidence we adopt the assumption that the A
average properties of the gas are independent of position except within
the transition region. Therefore, the average pressure P, density p,
and temperature T are constant at one value throughout region 1 and at
another value throughout region 2. Since mass must be conserved, the
average mass flow pU must be uniform everywhere. Consequently, the
average flow velocities U1 and U2 must also be constants in their respec-
tive regions.
For a region such as we have defined, with propagation parallel
to a steady-flow velocity U, the wave equation" for the acoustic par-
ticle velocity is
U2 2 u - 2 U 2 t - 2 = 0 (2-4)
c2 3x2 Cc xt c at2
An identical equation holds for the acoustic pressure. For the case of
zero steady velocity, Eq. (2-h) reduces to the usual one-dimensional
wave equation
a2u 1 2u
bx2 c2 t2
with solutions of the form f(x + ct).
Let us consider briefly the imoortance of the steady-flow terms
appearing in the wave equation, Eq. (2-4). For small Mach number M,
defined as
U
U~ =',(2-5)
IRef. , p. 22
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the cross-derivative term is of the order of 2M relative to the other
terms, and U2/c2 M2 is very small with respect to 1. As a result,
the importance of these terms is determined, in general, by the ratio
of the steady velocity to the velocity of sound, that is, by the Mach
number. Whether or not they must be retained in any particular case
depends upon the extent to which the Mach number influences the results.
For example, in the case of standing waves in a tube a space-
dependent phase term proportional to M, and a correction factor (1 - M2 )
for the natural frequencies of the tube are introduced by the steady
flow. Here the choice of approximations (if any) to be made for small
Mach numbers is determined by the relative importance of phase and fre-
quency in the desired results.
For a time dependence et, the velocity and pressure solutions
of the wave equation have the form
u = u(x)eP t A + e ePt (2-6)
and
p~x e~t x D Ptc(1+M4 x
p= p(x~e = C[e C e ePt . (2-7)
The relation between acoustic pressure and acoustic (particle) velocity
is derived from the momentum equation
DV siT
-A V 7V = -V +P (2-8)Dt ct p
which, for the case being considered, becomes
3ut +U , u lx (2-9)
For exponential time and space dependence one finds that
p = pcu (right-traveling wave )
and (2-10 )
p = -pcu (left-traveling wave),
which are exactly the same relations that obtain when there is no steady
flow.
We now make use of Eqs. (2-10) to relate the coefficients in
Eq. (2-7) to those in Eq. (2-6). The resulting relations with the
time dependence removed and the exponentials written in more symmetrical
form are _E x -
ux 2) =Aec(-M2) B c(lM2)
(2-11)
p(x pcAe(1M2 ) -M2 B -M
p(x) = -pce e c(l )]
In this study we assume pressure-release end conditions, that is,
p(O) - O
(2-12)
p) o. .
The mass and radiation end corrections are ignored here. The former
would change the effective length of the tube slightly, and the latter
would increase the total of "losses inherent in the tube." Although
we know that such losses exist, our theoretical analysis will neglect
them. In the experimental part of this research a method has been
developed which makes this idealized approach meaningful.
Application of pressure-release end conditions leads to expres-
sions for p and u in regions 1 and 2. In the development of these
r
~~~1 ~ ~~~~~~~16
t
expressions one additional simplifying assumption was made, namely, A
i!~~M C (- 2N 4< 1. (2-13)
This assumption is realistic enough because a typical flow velocitr
is 30 cm/sec for which M is of the order of 10-3. The wave functions
for regions 1 and 2 (as indicated by subscript) are then
_ BX_ )
P1(X) -P 1C A1 e e e
(x) -pllAle 1 e _ e 1 
QRf) v _ YAM t , 
c 2. - M2) C2
u2 () = A2e e e e
_-2-'- + C22
P2(x) P22A2e e - e
(2-15)
In the expressions for u2 (x) and P2 (x) the exponents have been rewritten
t'ix/c, -I'2 X - x)/c?
in ( - x) for the sake of symmetry. The factors e and e
correspond to the space-dependent part of the hase mentioned earlier in
connection with standing waves in a tube in the presence of a steady flow.
They actually cancel out early in this analysis and therefore have no
effect on the results. They are retained temporarilr, however, so that
the reader can be sure that they are unimportant and will not have to
question the disappearance of all Mach number terns from the wave func-
tions.
I
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B3oundary Conditions at the Heater
Now let us investigate the region surrounding the heater for
information on how to relate the wave functions of regions 1 and 2.
Figure 2-2 shows an expanded diagram of this transition region. At
first we shall not concern ourselves with the actual mechanism of
heat transfer. We simply say that heat * is added at a rate a2 per
unit area normal to the flow. The total rate of heat addition is,
then, 2 multiplied by the cross-sectional area of the tube, as is
indicated in Fig. 2-2. Of course, we expect the heat addition to be
influenced by both steady and time-varying quantities. An explicit
relation for e2 will be developed later in the analysis.
In general, three quantities (pressure, density, and temperature)
are required to describe the thermodynamic state of a fluid. In addi-
tion, a velocity must be specified to describe the dynamic state.
There are, therefore, four quantities which must be specified for a
complete description of the gas in any plane across the tube. These
quantities are shown in Fig. 2-2, listed on the left with subscript
1 for region 1 and on the right with subscript 2 for region 2. Thus,
rate .
with the inclusion of the heat addition Q, there are nine variables
associated with the flow through the heater. Of these variables, four
(the flow variables in region 1) are regarded as known" or as "input"
to the heater. The remaining five must be expressed in terms of the
input variables.
"Our convention is to use cgs units in this work. (Electrical power
may be given in watts but only when the units are expressed. ) Work
units, not heqt units, will be used for all heat quantities. Thus,
the units of are ergs/sec-cm2, not calories/sec-cm 2.
18
t The five fundamental equations at our disposal are the following:
1. The ideal-gas law
i!t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 6= P'Rf (2-16)
2. The continuity equation (conservation of mass)
Z(P"' ) + ' . (2-17)
3. The momentum equation
· Pt(r+ J) + yx = 0 (2-18)
4. The first law of themodynamics (conservation of energy)
Head added = Work done by the gas
+ Increase in internal energy. (2-19)
5. A heat-transfer relation written symbolically as
= Function of flow variables and other quantities.
("Other quantities" are such things as heater temperature
and geometry, and the physical properties of the gas. )
Each of the variables involved can be written as a time-average part
plus a small time-varying part. Thus,
P = - p, p' = p + ps, = T + , "21= U + u, = Q + 4. (2-20)
Since the time dependence of the acoustic quantities in the transition
region must be e t just as it is in other Darts of the tube, we see that
_ andA= = p ps. (2-21)9) t at -u, and
Our first step will be to integrate the continuity and momentum
equations across the transition region. Let w be a variable of inte-
gration with the same units as x (i.e., dw = dx) but with its origin at
I
I
I
I
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x = x
.
Then the limits of the transition region are x = x + a, or
w = a.
Integration of the continuity equation, Eq. (2-17), gives
( a') + dw =P2 - P + * f psdw. (2-22)
Ja. L- -a
The subscripts 1 and 2 indicate that the quantities involved are eval-
uated at the left and right boundaries, respectively, of the transition
region.
Ln Eq. (2-22) the integral in ps is really just 2a times the space
average of ps within the transition region. This average value of ps
will lie between the values of ps at the boundaries of the region, and
we assume it to be simply the average of the values at the boundaries. A
This assumption should be reasonably good, especially since the heater
region is fairly open and is small with respect. to the wavelength of
the sound considered. A more formal determination of the average of ps
would require additional assumptions regarding the flow in the transi-
tion region and would not necessarily be more accurate. Therefore, by
assumption,
a psdw = a(P2 S2 + Pl ) (2-23)
which allows Eq. (2-22) to be written as
p2 / -- pl 1 + pa(P2S P1 S) = O. (2-24)
To integrate the momentum equation, Eq. (2-18), we write
P t s + dw = o. (2-25)
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A substitution from the continuity equation reduces this to
J i- t ) 4( a (Pl t bdwa Jw 6
-t ] p'1 dw + 2 + P22 ' Plul = 0 (2-26)
Here, the integral of p't can be expressed as the second integral of
the continuity equation. If this integration is carried out with
our earlier assumptions and the time derivatives are taken as indi-
cated in Eq. (2-21), then the integrated momentum equation becomes
+ P2X2 - P l - + 2ap 1 + 2aU 1 (2PS1 + P22) = 0. (2-27)
Since this is a small-signal analysis, we neglect products of signal
quantities. Therefore when a total quantity (e.g., 2) is multiplied
by a signal quantity (e.g., s), we need write only the average part
of the total quantity in the product (Us).
Let us now develop epressions for the various terms in the
energy equation (the first law), Eq. (2-19). We consider quantities
per unit area normal to the flow; and since a continuous flow is
involved, we write each terms as a work rate (power) per unit area
(ergs/sec-cm 2).
The concept of internal energr of a gas must be generalized to
include kinetic as well. as thermal energy. For an ideal gas the latter
is a function of emnperature only, the increment being cv per unit mass
per unit increase in temperature (cv = specific heat at constant volume,
ergs/gm-C). Thus for a mass flow, p'1l, and a temperature rise,
2 - i1, the rat e of increase of thermal internal energy is
PIa Cvc 2 - 1 ) '
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In a one-dimensional flow a fluid does work on the fluid in front
of it at a rate X(, and in such a flow the power represented by the
kinetic energy is 1 ' 3.
The energy equation, Eq. (2-19), can now be written as follows:
. 4 : 2pflcPc 7I7 7 + ' - P ). (2-28)
This relation is strictly true only for a heater of zero thickness.
However, it is assumed to carry over reasonably well to the case of A
finite but small heater thickness.
Continuity, momentum, and energy relations, Eqs. (2-24), (2-27),
and (2-28), now have been developed for the transition region. Each of
these equations can be separated into a time-average part and an acoustic
part. The time-average parts are
Continuity PlU1 - P2U2 = (2-29)
Momentum P 2 P - p lU = 0 (2-30)
Energy
Q+ PU -P 2 U2 - pU1 c(T 2 T1 4 2 (p P2 0
or equivalently "( 2-31)
--1 P2P1 1 3 2 3l i - P2U2 2 1 1 P2U 0,
where ¥ is cp/cv, the ratio of specific heats of the gas. The ideal-
gas law has been used to eliminate temperature in the second form of
the energyr equation.
'Historically this is what happened, since the first cases studied were
those with a jump in temperature at the heater, and therefore with zero
heater thickness. In retrospect, a better assumption could be made, and
the point will be discussed in the conclusions at the end of this report.
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It is interesting to note that Eqs. (2-29) and (2-30) are the
continuity and momentum relations usually used for steady flow through
a shock wave. They do not involve the thickness of the transition
region, which appears only in the time-varying parts of the relations
from which these equations are derived.
The application of Eqs. (2-20) in linearizing the complete con-
tinuity, momentum, and energy equations, together with the subtraction
of the time-average parts, gives the following acoustic relations:
Continuity
P2u2 (U2 + a)P2S2 Plul . (U1 - pa)p 1 s l = 0 (2-32)
Momentum
p2 + 2P 2U2U + (U2 2 22
P2 + 2P22u2 + (U- a )P2S2- P (2-33)
- 2(U - pa)pu (U-. - 2aU + 7 P2a2 )psl = o0
Energy ( '1 1' 3 .2) (? 2PU1 2.U2 + ( P2 2 2 22 +2 2 2 
-- lP - P(- 1-P2p 2 2 (2-34)Y-1 u: : : Y-_ P:P + -pu i u
I1 U P1S )2P
If q, the acoustic heat addition rate, is regarded 'as an implicit
function of the other acoustic variables, Eqs. (2-32), (2-33), and (2-34)
may be considered to be three equations in three unknowns. The acoustic
variables in region 2 (p2 ,u2,s2) are taken as unknown, while those in
I
region 1 (pl,us 1l) are the "input variables." The time-average quan-
tities are known in principle, as specified by Eqs. (2-29), (2-30),
and (2-31). (Data for the problem will include the average input flow
variables U_. P. and o and enough information about the heater to
allow specification of the average heat-addition rate Q.)
Only two relations in P
.
, ul, P 2, and u2 will be required as
transition-region boundary conditions for matching the wave solutions
in regions 1 and 2. These two relations are the result of eliminating
s 2 and sl from Eqs. (2-32) and (2-33). The elimination of s2 is accom-
plished by substitution from Eq. (2-34). The relation for adiabatic
wave propagation,
Pl
Plsl 2' (2-35)
c1
is used to relate s to the input quantity P1. It is important to note
that this elimination f s1 is really a partial specification of the
input o the transition region. The adiabatic relation is not intended
to apply inside the transition region but is applied as a boundary con-
dition at its input end. One purposely does not specify such conditions
at the output (region-2) end of the transition region, since by doing
so he artificially would reduce the number of unknowns without also
reducing the number of basic equations describing the system.
The boundary conditions resulting from the indicated elimination
of s1 and s 2 are
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First Boundary Condition
(U2 + a)(U2 + I)
, P- .TL - - 1 p221
2(-_lo
P2
2
+ (U2 + PBa)(P2 + 2: P2U )
P2PlUl 1 3
2 2 2
(Ya P2 !
12 u3 |
U + 1 1U3 P2, i1 2 1 (y-11IPCct
U1 - pa
+ 2 Pic I
(U2 + pa)
VX -( P2p U 
(Y-1i)p2
U2 + pa
-(Y-)p. 2
1 P2lp 3 2P L2Tg
2- U23
'· 2
Oq=O
(U2 +
P2P 1 U1
(y-l)p2
+ p1- U1
U3)
2 
(2-36)
I
.
A,
Second Bounda Condition 
:
2. 2 2 2 B a ¥- 12 11 3 2) :1 
12 2 2 a 
+~ i(Ul - 2paU + p 2a)}Pl rU 3 a) ~P2P)P 1 1U  P1a)(y,-l )p (Y-l)p a luL TI ________ U22a 1I. Z 2 a):
+ U2 - 2PaU + ,8a
............... : .. . .... + 2P(U- ,a u
2 2 ii
eY~')P2
Rii1
;I'q = 0. (2-37)
= o. (2-37) T
R;1f1
;.'I
These boundary conditions represent the two equations necessary to
Twzl +.,mL - , VqJlUlL fl4V U vLs. ±, regons ± · ana 1. rLne
-A kne n.il a vLy ave Jsolu bi;sa regons ana m. Tine
boundary conditions will be simplified before being applied, but first
the time-varying component of heat addition, q, must be eliminated,
leaving only terms in p, ul, P2 and u2.
A Heat-Transfer Relation
developing an explicit relat nbIn developing an explicit relation between the heat-addition rate
,·
i:0i·
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and the flow variables we make use of an empirical heat-transfer expres-
sion. McAdams gives several such expressions for forced convection
from single cylinders and from banks of cylinders.
Since the Rijke phenomenon can be observed with any one of a num-
ber of heater configurations, including screens, coiled wires, and
ribbons, the heat-transfer relation for banks of cylinders is chosen
as representative. The equationt for this relation is
Nu = n Rem l (2-38)
max
where
WDO
Nu = Nusselt number = , (dimensionless).
kf
= Heat-transfer rate per unit area (of heated surface)-
per unit temperature difference, (ergs/sec-cm2-°OK).
D = A characteristic dimension, (cm).0
kf = Heat conductivity of the fluid evaluated at the film
temperature, (ergs/sec-cm-°K).
f = Film temperature = 1/2(T + 7 b) (OK).
Ts = Surface temperature of the heater, assumed constant, (°K).
ob = I"Bulk" (average) temperature of the gas = 1/2(T1 + T2 ), (K).
n,ml = Numerical constants dependent on the heater geometry and on
fluid flowing pastthe heater.
Re = Reynolds number = AD p'/if, (dimensionless).
(The subscript "max9 indicates that the maximum mass-flow
rate is to be used. This is the product p'Itaken at
the point of minimum open area. )
uf = Coefficient of viscosity evaluated at the film temperature,
( dyne-sec/cm2 ).
*Ref. Ib, p. 226, ff.
tThe notation has been changed from that used by McAdams. Goldstein gives
an equation of this form for heat transfer from a cylinder. See Ref. 8,II,p. 636.
MP.I.II 
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Equation (2-38) can be written as
14- 0 1- m (2-39)f Ik
The quantity '1 is so defined that it gives the total heat-addition rate
when multiplied by the surface area of the heater and by the difference
between the heater temperature and the bulk temperature of the gas.
Since 2 is the heat-addition rate per unit of tube cross-sectional area,
we may write
S =(Ts - Tb) S(Ts b Do gLf (2-o0)
where
S = active surface area of the heater (dimensionless)
tube cross-sectional area
and
g = the minimum fraction of open area of the heater (dimensionless).
Note should be taken that the area ratio S can be either greater or
smaller than 1, depending on the size, shape, and spacing of the heater
elements. The maximum mass-flow rate has been taken to be Pi 1 /g. A
Here the mass flow rate entering the heater from region 1 has been cor-
rected by 1/g to account for the fact that the cross section of the tube
is reduced by the presence of the heater. This expression is exact for
the case of steady flow and has been extended to the present study where
the mass flow has a small time-varying part. The assumption involved
is that the time variations of the flow through the heater correspond
to the variations in region 1.
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Both the viscosity su and heat conductivity k are functions of
temperature; the expressionI for the viscosity of air is
A = PO (2-L1)
where No is the viscosity evaluated at the reference temperature,
273 K. For air, m2 0.768 and o = 1.72 x 10- 4 dyne-sec/cm2. There
is a simple relationl between viscosity and heat conduction,
k = E C2-42
For air, = 1.91. The heat capacity at constant volume c v is a
slowly varying function of temperature and can be considered constant
in this analysis. At 273 OK its value is 0.72 x 107 ergs/gm-°K.
Substitution from Eqs. (2-41) and (2-42) for kf and f in
Eq. (2-40) gives the heat-transfer relation
=S necv(Ts b ) D L - m (2 -3)m2 l') lP l m l (2-43)
where the temperature dependence of and k appears elicitly. The
time-average part of the heat addition is
vs* T)Io -ml Tm2(1-ml) pU m lQ = S ncv(Ts - (Do- g (2-4)
In order to write , the time-vazying part of the heat addition, we
linearize Eq. (2-43) for small signals and subtract the time-average
part, Eq. (2-44). The bulk and film temperatures can have small time-
varying components which are assumed to depend on rl' the signal part A
of the temperature just outside the heater in region 1. (The effect
of inaccuracy in this assumption will be discussed shortly. )
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Since according to our assumptions, conditions outside the heater region
are adiabatic, 1 and P1 are related by the equation
1 Y- P (2-45)
Variations in pl can also be related to P1 by the application of Eq. (2-35).
The application of the foregoing procedures and relation gives the
result
q ' bl + b2P1 (2-.6)
where
b= S nCvm1 (P)l ( ) l (DoTs Tb) (273 - U1 (2-47)
(dynes/cm )
and
S n&cv (PlU)ml (o-ml m2(1-ml )b2 : ~ Do/ ~2-~/
(2-48)
T -T 2
| Y+ (Y l m2(1 ml) -Tf (cm/sec).
The ratio of the coefficients in Eq. (2-46) can readily be put in the
form
b2 U
b2 1 z (2-49)
where Z is a quantity less than 1.
For a typical velocity of 30 cm/sec (atnospheric pressure is
approximately 106 dynes/cm2), the ratio is smaller than 3 x 10- 5 .
Equation (2-46) can be written as
q = b 1 1 (2-s0)
where the second term in parentheses is negligible unless p/u1 is
extremely large. For the fundamental mode of oscillation, the ratio
Pl/Ul can be large only in a small region near the acoustic center
of the tube. Therefore. for any heater Dosition except very near the
acoustic enter of the tube we approximate the acoustic heat-transfer A
relation as
q blUl (2-51)
The acoustic heat-transfer equation derived in this section is
based on an empirical relation for heat transfer from banks of cylin-
ders. However, the result obtained is probably more general than the
starting point would indicate, that is, with the proper choice of the
e , * - _H \.
ucoeI ± .1'e;1 U s .lL tes LIJIM:l aIUjrla; C C. V-.Uj UU.l U applleU IUW
almost any heater appropriate to the Rijke phenomenon. In principle,
Eq. (2-51) should involve pressure and temperature variations, but it
has been shown that these are negligible for conditions typically en-
countered in the Rijke tube. This fact makes any inaccuracies involved
in using Eq. (2-45) unimportant in the final result.
Approximation of the Boundary Conditions
Equation (2-51) can now be used to eliminate q, the acoustic
heat-addition rate, from the boundary conditions Eqs. (2-36) and (2-37).
The boundary conditions then involve only Pi, ul, P2, and u2 and are
formally ready to be used to match the wave functions in regions 1 and
2. At this point approximate magnitudes hould be computed for the
various quantities involved in the boundary conditions, and simplifica-
tions made where possible. For input flow at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure,
Ir-·CC·lul L 'lL C·IAAY l-l·Cr · LU--) Ul -I i. II CI1 L LII·--·l ·L·-·
pu2 << P
/ )
(2-52)
for values of U up to more than 3000 cm/sec, a velocity far in excess of
any encountered in a Rijke tube. Equation (2-52) implies that
2 pU3 << U.
2 (2-53)
The inequalities (2-52) and (2-53) apply in both region 1 and region 2
for realistic values of the temperature ratio T2/T1 .
The choice of parameter values appropriate to the apparatus used
in the experimental part of this study (e.g., a = 0.1 cm, T/T 1 =1.,
and p - j 1.3 x 103 when ac is ignored) allows considerable simplifica-
tion of the pressure terms in the boundary conditions. The pressure
terms may be dropped completely from Eq. (2-36) under the conditions
stated in simplifying Eq. (2-50), and the coefficients of the pressure
terms in Eq. (2-37) become unity to within 2 x 10- 5 .
The simplified boundary conditions are
+P~~~1r 3 T 2- 5 =.P2 + ' lu2 P + (-l) 2 I i( U. U
(2-54)
P +2 2P2U21!+ - 1 P U 23
k1
- P1
T ~~~~~~~~~~(2-5¢5)
2 T 2 2 na
1 3a +y - 1 P2 T b 2 2 2 a2
- 1[ Uz 2 ? + - 3 ¢ )T '% = 
.1 l 2 2 - . / 
Ul Pi Ti
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where we have said
2 1~l. (2-56)
This is not a new assumption but is an application of the inequality
(2-52) to the momentum equation (2-30). Equation (2-56) implies the
relation
Pl U2 C 2 12 T2
__ = __ =(2-M2
P2 1 c 2 2 T1 (2-7)
where the ideal-gas law and the relation for the adiabatic sound velocity,
c2 = (2-58)
P
have been used. The relationships of Eq. (2-57) will be found useful
when dimensionless notation is introduced in the next section.
Application of the Bounda Conditions; an Expression for the Natural
Frequencies
The simplified boundary conditions, Eqs. (2-51) and (2-55), will
now be used to match the wave functions across the heater, and a relation
for the natural frequencies of the tube will be developed. The sub-
scripts 1 and 2 in the boundary conditions indicate that the wave func-
tions are to be evaluated at the boundaries of the transition region,
x t a. For the sake of simplicity in the resulting relations the as-0
sumotion is made that the boundary conditions can be applied with the A
wave functions evaluated at x instead of x + a. This effectively
means that the thickness of the transition region is considered in devel-
oping the boundary conditions, but not in aplying them. he error
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involved is small because the heater thickmess is small with respect to
a wavelength and the wave functions change but little in a distance a.
Substitution of the wave functions, Eqs. (2-lL) and (2-15), into
the first boundary condition, Eq. (2-fr4), yields the following expres-
sion for the munlitude ratio:
c
_ e
A 2
i~l
t .
i '
!
. .
A similar substitution into Eq. (2-55), the second bomudary condition,
.i0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ta~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~rp~t~, _
_ = A1 E
A2
I .
: 
r; ,
. I
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Equations (2-59) and (2-60) may be regarded
two unknowns - namely, the amplitude ratio Al/A2
Equating the expressions for e/A2 results in one
only . This result is _ T2
F(P = -- 2 + (1) 2 _l ) b
+ P1 + (Y-l) U + sinh - cosh
P2Ui U C1
U!/Pl 2 I 2
2 2 B2a2 P2 I
+ (y-U) U7 $ 2 p 1 l
\1 1 P,
as two equations in
and the frequency 3.
relation containing
Oa -x)
cosh sinh
c1 C2
p(i£- x)
C2
P2 U1 
2 -1/
Ix ( p e- x)
cosh 
(2-61)
This equation represents the result required of the formal analysis
in as much as p has been determined in principle at least. An equation in
dimensionless form would be more useful because its solution need not
involve the actual dimensions and quantities of any specific experiment.
For this purpose the following dimensionless quantities are defined:
Frequency ' r + jy j i
c c1 C1
x
Heater position
Heater half-thickness --
bl
Heat-transfer coefficient a =
P2
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Mach number
Temperature ratio
UM =--
c
2_ T2
T
1
(2-62)
In terms of the dimensionless temperature ratio the relation-
ships of Eq. (2-57) have the following form:
P_ U2 2
P2 U1 1}~~~ ~(2-63)
c 2 M2
In addition, it follows from Eqs. (2-62) that
c IC1
( 2-64 )
P(L- Xo) 1
c 2 e 
With the introduction of the dimensionless quantities, Eq.
becomes
G(¢) = [e3
-
+j[2 + (-1) (e2 + · ct· sinh($() cosh.( 1-)
Ml 
+ M- 1 2G2(02
+ (l1) (4 
+ 1) - + 2(y-1 2
M, · · · ~
2 2
+ $ M) (xz + 2 - 1 + $
+ )}cosh( ) cosh( 1-
(2-65)
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and
(2-61)
0.
I
cosh(H#) sinh d 
-
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Since Eq. (2-65) has the form G($) = 0, the natural frequencies of the
various modes of vibration of the tube are given by the corresponding
zeros of G($) for a given set of parameters B, 2, By M, and a. The
interest in this analysis is primarily in the fundamental mode which has
a natural frequency of ~1 = rl + jyl. However, Eq. (2-64) is not re-
stricted to this lowest mode, but also can be applied for higher modes
as long as the thickness of the transition region is a small fraction of
a wavelength.
An Approximate Solution
In spite of the introduction of simplifying assumptions and
economies in notation, the frequency-determining equation, Eq. (2-65),
still contains a fairly complicated function of the complex frequency
p = r + jy. Since the transcendental nature of the function G($) rules
out the possibility of a rigorous solution for its zeros, solution by a
numerical method seems to be indicated.
However, before extensive computations are undertaken, an approx-
imate solution should be sought to test the behavior of the theoretical
expression. The most readily observed feature of the Rijke phenomenon
is the dependence of the driving on heater position. As stated in
Chapter 1, a heater causes driving when placed in the first "half" of
the tube, and damping when placed in the second half. Thus, our primary
interest will be the sign of ol and its dependence on heater position ~.
An equivalent statement is that we wish to determine whether #l the
first zero of G($), lies in the right or the left half of the plane.
Inspection of the function G($) shows that it is an entire function
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being formed from sms of products of entire functions. As a result,
G($) has no singularities other than poles at infinity and is analytic
everywhere in the plane. Expansion of G($) in a Taylor's Series is
therefore permissible, and the expansion about the point o is
( - $o)2
G() ( o ) + o)G' (o) + 2 - Gtt( ) + ..* (2-66)
Wihen -= 1' G($1 ) is identically zero, and approximation of the
series by the first two terms gives
- - rG(O) (2-67)
Such an approximation is valid if (1 - do)G"($o)/2 is small with
respect to G'($o), that is, if the point ~o is close enough to the
true zero, l'. In the case of the Rijke tube the best a priori esti-
mate of 1 is the natural frequency of the tube with the length cor-
rected for temperature. A corrected length P' is used because the
velocity of sound in region 2 differs from that in region 1. The time
t required for a disturbance to travel down the tube and back is
c1
t=21 + )=2 c (2-68)(-xcI c 2. . . . . . . = (2-68)
Thus, t'I is evidently thle equivalent length based on the sound velocity
in region 1.
The undriven natural (circular) frequency, co', is determined by
the relation
(2-69)
O to >
In terms of the dimensionless frequency y, this is
YO cl £= ff[· (-1 )] (2-70)
and, as one would expect, the temperature correction to the natural
frequency depends only on the heater position and the temperature
ratio across the heater. Figure 2-3 shows the behavior of Ja and
4' = Xo/%' as functions of x = /,f for several different values of
the temperature ratio, e2.
The trial frequency o is therefore
s,-J/ J j =l , (2-71)
a pure imaginary. If l is close enough to ~o,
Eq. (2-67) is valid and one may write
the approximation of
-1 =o 1GIy [Gi(j OyG
: + jo ° ': - yo - -T hLo
-
C o
Re[G3ReLG9 + Im[G]Im[G] ReLGZmn[GI] - ImG]Re[C-j
- - Re[G,j2 + jm [G 2 + Re[G2 + Im[G'J2
n the last two terms G and ' are G(jyo ) and G'(jyo). (The notation
Ret 3 means "real part of and should not be confused with symbol Re
for Reynolds number.)
A happy consequence of having o lie on the imaginary axis is
that al is equal to the real part of 1l - *o. The sign of cr is then
given by the sign of the quantity (-Re[G] Re[CG - Im[G] Im[GI] ), the
I
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. (2-72)
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nunerator of the real part of '1 - ~o. The denominator is always posi-
tive. After performing the indicated operations on G(') as given in
Eq. (2-65), one finds the following horrendous expression:
-Re[G3 Re [G ' - ImG] ImG'] = re T (y - 1)(2 _ ) sin 3 (y4) cos (Y
Y Yo 
'.{ 2y0 (Y - ) 1[ -y 0 )(l 1 ]+ ( - l)V2(_ Lyo [' - yo8V@2 + tve 3} SM (yo0 ) cos ()
+. Lr ( - ) {V21 + (2 + ) + (e - L) sin (y0o)cos3(y:o)
+ ' - Y - Yo)OV2 + wYe2 + 2Yosvl+ 2S 4- ( -li)V1[T -( Y -) -_ 4 S ( +. |.0 Ml0 3 
(2-73)
where
L Y - a
V-31_
V1
V2
= yr2 + ( - 1)(L- 1)
= e(e - ) + ( - )L
Y = 22[e 2 1
JL spite of its
heater oosition x isgoes fro to n.0
Yof goes from 0 to Tr.
+ ( - 1)(L - 1)] + ( - 1)e2(e 2 - L) 2o (Y-1)(2 + L)
size, Eq. (2-73) shows considerable promise. As the
varied from 0 to , covers the range 0 to 1 and
For a fixed value of e2, the variation in Yo is
COS4(yj )
not linear in , since y depends on heater position; but the range is
truly 0 to t. Equation (2-70) and Fig. 2-3 show the exact dependence
of yo on , since
Yot o .E 3 ' (2-74)
The trigonometric functions in Eq. (2-73) predominate in deter-
mining the signs of their respective tems as functions of heater posi-
tion. The functions sin and sin( ) cos3 (yo) are
those in odd powers of the cosine and therefore change sign as yo~
increases beyond /2. These functions have the type of behavior expected
of the driving term. On the other hand, the functions sin2(yo0 ) cos2(yo0 )
and cos4(Yot) have the same sign for all heater positions.
Evaluation of the coefficients of the trigonometric functions in
Eq. (2-73) will give a check of the sign of a. A trial set of param-
eters is
= 10-3 1 = 1.0
e = 1.5
= io - 30= 0.215 ( ' - .25).
These parameter values are based on a duct length of 91.5 cm, a heater
thicimess of approximately 0.2 cm, an inlet velocity of 3.4 cm/sec, a
heater located at one quarter of the corrected length, and a heater
temperature of 2700°C. All of these quantities are typical for the ap-
paratus used in the eperimental part of this study.
Substitution of the test parameters into Eq. (2-73) results in
oositive coefficients for all four of the terms. With only the rela-
tive magnitudes of the coefficients given, the equation may be written
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_Re[GJ ReLG - [GI [G . 2 2
Constant 116 sin 3 (yoj) cos(yo) + 1.9 sin2(yo0 ) cos(yo)
+ 117 sin(yo) cos3(yoj) + 0.12 cos4(yjo). (2-75)
The coefficients in this equation were derived specifically for yo = /4.
However, inspection of Eq. (2-73) shows that since both and M1 are very
small, the coefficients of the first three terns are practically
unchanged at other values of Yof. The coefficient of the fourth term
does change, but its effect is small. The result is that the first and
third terms, which change sign for heater positions beyond yo~ = 1/2,
predominate in determining the sign of cl
.
Therefore, for the parameter
values chosen, the approximate solution shows a trend which is in agree-
ment with observation--namely, that l1 is positive in the first half of
the tube and negative in the second half. (Here, as before, the term
"half" is used loosely.) The significance of the transition-region
thickness is apparent in Eq. (2-73). If is allowed to go to zero, the
terms in odd powers of cos(yo ) vanish and the remaining two terms be-
come very small. This approximate solution predicts no change in the
sign of for varying heater position in the case of zero transition-
reglon thickness.
Another check on the aroxinate solution is its behavior in the
limit of zero heat addition. If no heat is added at x
.
a goes to zero;
and since there is no temperature rise, a2 goes to 1. In this case all
the terms in Eq. (2-73) disappear, indicating that I1 = O, as must be
the case. Under these circumstances the frequency-determining equation
also behaves well, giving the familiar result for an open-ended tube
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= - jNTN, N = 1, 2, 3,... (2-76)
On a basis of the tests made, the approximate solution indicates
that the theory is qualitatively correct in some aspects. Other sets
of parameter values do not necessarily give as encouraging results.
For example, with a = 3.0 and the other parameters unchanged, the coef-
ficients of the first three terms in Eq. (2-73) are negative, and the
predicted sign of 1 is not in agreement with observation. Without a
condemnation of the theory there are two explanations which can be of-
fered for the negative value of l. First, the approximation may be
breaking down, and more terms in the Taylor's Series must be taken
into account. In this case the series could be oscillating so that
the true value of al is positive even though the first two terms pre-
dict a negative value. Second, the approximation mighit be valid and
the prediction of a negative ol might be the result of the choice of
an unrealistic set of parameters. (We recall that the parameters a
and 02 are not independently adjustable in a given physical situation.)
The first of these explanations is the more acceptable, since it
is unlikely that a change of only 3 to 1 in the heat-transfer coeffi-
cient should lead to an impossible situation. This thinking is con-
firmed by the fact that singing can be observed in any given tube for
a rather wide range of heater temperatures and geometries.
There are several methods of checking the validity of the approx-
imate solution of this section. The best check would be a determination
of the remainder of the Taylor's Series; and an evaluation of Gt"( o)
would be useful. However, each of these procedures would involve the
mani-ulation of prohibitively large eressions. For this reason,
neither has been carried out. The approximate solution has been
checked qualitatively for some reasonable parameter values by a deter-
mination of the sign of 1. The encouraging results have been regarded
as justification for undertaking a numerical solution to yield in
detail the predictions of the theory.
Numerical Solution by Machine Methods
On a basis of tie favorable indications of the approximate solu-
tion a numerical solution of the equation G($) = 0 was undertaken.
It is evident tha a zero of the squared manitude G()I2 corresponds
to a zero of G($) itself 0 For each point in the ' plane there is a
unique value of G($)1 2 , and therefore the function G() 12 can be
tlought of as defining a surface over the plane. Points at which
this surface descends to touch the pDlane are zeros of both G($)12
and G(B). The computational procedure is to evauate G()ij2 at vari-
ous oints in the ' plane in an effort to find the point where tie
G() 2 surface dips to a zero.
Ideally one's starting point in the plane should be chosen
close enough to ~i so that it lies within the depression in the G($)(2
surface that touches the plane at 1* Successive points in the /
plane are then chosen in such a way that the descent to $1 is accom-
,~IILu a r-apluLy a po:±IU-Le. neres as Tor ne aproxamae solutlon,
the starting point is o = jYo0 the undriven natural frequency of the
tube. See Eqs. (2-70) and (2-71i and Fig. 2-3.]
-· u-··- r 1·_ LI_ 1
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The frunction G() is subject to one additional approximation,
which will smplify the computations considerably. Inspection of
Eq. (2-65) shows that the third tem of G(() involves the same kinds
of teals that appear in the rest of the function but that the entire
third term is multiplied by M1. Therefore, we may reasonably omit A
the third term as being much smaller than the others, since for this
p-obler. I is of the order of 10-3. The simplified forn of G(a) is
G() -= [+ ( + )(e2 + ' ) cosh(j) sinh (Qi )
+ [2 + (Y-l)(e2 + M)1sin() cosh ( ) (2-77)
An interesting consequence of the simplification of G($) is that the
oarameters S and Ho1 now occur only in the combination T/h1 . he number
of arameters has therefore been reduced from five to four, with 
as a new parameter replacing and i .
The quantitey c/1S has a physical interpretation which can be seen
in the relation
d Loe ~2a/Ul
M 1y 7E~ U l I(2-78)
1us the parameter d/i1 is approximately the ratio of the average time
taken for a particle to pass through the transition region to the fmda-
mental period of the cold tube. The preceding statement is approximate
because the average velocity of a particle passing through the transition
region is not U but is a value between U and U2. Nevertheless, /1!
may be regarded as an indication of the fraction of a cycle during which
a article remains witithin the transition region.
A program was set up for the step-by-step calculation of G()1J2
based on the simplified form of G(') given in Eq. (2-77). The program
included provisions for handling complex values of a, the acoustic heat-
transfer coefficient. A complex value for a would imply a phase shift
between the acoustic component of heat addition q and the acoustic com-
ponent of velocity in region 1. As was pointed out in Chapter 1, the
fact that a phase lag between q and ul will make a theory agree with
exeriment does not of itself justify the introduction of the lag. The
approximate solution of the previous section repeated for complex a
showed that phase shifts of the order of a few degrees could be impor-
tant. The provisions for complex a were therefore included in the pro-
gram for the sake of completeness, allowing one to check the effect of
a phase lag should the need arise.
Actually, a complex value of a was used only in a test solution,
all other values being real. The test solution was carried out "by
hand" using the parameter values
= 0.2 L 1.0
MI (2-79)
e = 1.5 c = 1.0 - j.1.
The JG()1 2 surface was well behaved and progress from the starting
point, jyo - 3.682, to the zero, 81 = rl + J1 = 0.37 + 3.39, was
without complication. It took one and one-alf working days (twenty
computations of G() 2) to determine l to an accuracy of + 0.005
in r and + 0.02 in y. When finite steps in r and y are used, it is
unlikely that the exact location of the zero will be found. The value
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of W! is taken as that at which G() 12 is smallest, with increments
in r and y small enough to make the result acceptably accurate. A
tolerance of 5 to 10 per cent on rl is deemed adequate in this study.
After the success of the method was demonstrated, the problem
was programmed for automatic computation on the IBM Card Progr=a-med
Calculator (Board IV) of the Office of Statistical Services, M.I.T.
The program for computing G($)(2 was carried over directly from the
test solution. However, it was not convenient to have the machine
make logical decisions as complex as those made by a human operator.
The following search procedure was developed" for this problem.
A square comprising three rows of three points each is centered
on e point jyo in the ' plane, and IG($)12 is computed at each point.
The oint at which the smallest value of G(#)J2 occurs is chosen as
the center point for a new nine-point square half the size of the orig-
inal square. The process is repeated and a third square half the size
of the second square is established. This repetition continues until
the spacing between the points in the smallest square gives the
desired accuracy in rl and yl.
Two typical machine searches are shown in Fig. 2-4. The true
value of il is indicated by an "x," and successive machine cycles are
'The author's role should be clarified. The test solution was entirely
his work, both programming and computation. He took part in discus-
sions with Dr. F. M. Verzuh and MIiss L. E. Wentz of the Office of Sta-
tistical Services to decide on rorcmm details. The development of
nine-noint scan and the demonstration that it is the otLmu square
array for this problem were carried out bj Miss Wentz, the latter in
conjunction withn the author. Miss W1entz translated the program into
the language of the computer, and the author and his wife operated the
computing euipment during all the runs.
Ij
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numbered consecutively. The initial square is common to both searches.
In each cycle the point at which G($)12 is smallest is left open to
distinguish it from the other points of that cycle. It is evident hat
this search procedure not only covers the area within the initial square,
but also can. reach out to any value of within a square twice the size
of the initial square.
The "standard" initial square was chosen to be y/T = /' on a
side. This quantity is of the order of 1 and the spacing between
points is of the order of 1/2. Therefore after N computational cycles,
the spacing between points is of the order of (1/2)N. The limits of
error may be regarded as plus-or-minus half of this spacing, so that
the accuracy is of the order of (1/2) N + For a typical run of six
cycles this number is (1/2)7 = 0.0078. The accuracy can be increased
either by adding extra cycles or by reducing the size of the initial
square. Both possibilities were incorporated into the program. A yo
shift was employed occasionally in conjunction with a reduction in the
initial square to accelerate convergence for small rl when pievious
experience made possible a better estimate of yl1
The machine results are in the form of eight-digit, floating-
decimal-point numbers, and in no case do they limit the accuracy of
the computations. An average run of six computational cycles lasted
approximately 30 minutes, so that the 9 runs made (not all of them
successful) accounted for about 50 hours of machine time.
The nine-point-scan method wois best when the depression in the
JG( )(2 surface is not small with respect to the initial square. One
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must monitor the progress of the computation to make sure that it is
not converging on a. false depression in the surface, or trying to reach
large values of r or y, having missed the depression containing 01
However, the method works very well in nearly all cases, and false solu-
tions are easy to recognize.
The information contained in the computed values of l is pre-
sented as
rl Cl
and (2-80)
Y! ' Yo °1 ' 0o
Yl Y 1
These relationships are apparent from Eq. (2-62). They give information
on the difference between ~l and =o = jo in terms of a driving function
and a frequency shift. The knowledge of y from Eq. (2-62) and Fig. 2-3
completes the picture. The quantity al/c4 presents the information on
the driving or damping of the tube in the form most easily compared with
the results of experiment.
The behavior of 01 as a function of heater position P was deter-
mined for the following to sets of parameter values:
e
2
a
A B
1.5 2.0
1.0 3.0
1.0 10.0
Curves of r 1/y 1 = l/cl and (Y1 - Yo)/Yl = ((c - )/ for these pa-
rameter sets are plotted against ~ in Fig. 2-5; the curves are appro-
priately labeled A and B. The small values of rl/Y1 for parameter
set B required a separate scale, but the values of (yl - Yo)/Y were
comparable in magnitude for both cases.
In general, comments on the computed theoretical results will be
kent either for comparison with theory or for substantiating conclusions
as they are drawn. We note in passing that both of the curves of rl/Y1
predict driving byr a heater in the first half of the tube and damping
by one in the second half.
The remainder of the computed results are for the heater position
= 0.2, approximately at the center of the region of driving in the
first part of the tube. Various values of 2, &/N, and have been
chosen in a determination of the dependence of the driving function on
these parameters for a fixed heater position. A full set of computations
for all heater positions would involve a prohibitive amount of computing
tine.
At f = 0.2, attention was concentrated on the temperature ratios
02 = 1.5 and 02 = 2.0, since these are typical values for a Rijke tube.
Plots of r1/y1 vs. S/ for various values of a are shown in Fig. 2-6
for 02 = 1.5, and in Fig. 2-7 for 2 = 2.0. Computed points are indicated;
and the families of curves were completed by interpolation, through the
use of plots of r/y 1 vs. a with /14, as a parameter. The average ac-
curacy of the computed points is approximately 5 per cent, although some
points are more accurate than this. Curves of ( - yo)/y appear in
Al,
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Fig.. 2-8 for both 82 = 1.5 and e2 = 2.0. We note that the "most
interesting" regions of both the r l/ 1 and the (yl Yo)/Y plots are
centered around = 1.0.
The r l /1 curves for constant a go through a maximum approximately
at / ,1 = 1, and the region of greatest rate of change in most of the
(Y1 - Yo)/Yl curves occurs near this same value of &/E. Figures 2-6
and 2-7 show that rl/y 1 = al/c is predicted to increase with increas-
ing 2, but to decrease for increasing . Actually 2 and a are not
independent. Further discussion of these results will be given in the
next chapter.
A few calculations were made at = 0.2 for values of 2 other
than 1.5 and 2.0 in order to get some idea of the dependence of l/Y
and (l - Yo)/Yl on 62 . The data for these points are presented in
Table 2-1. The curves containing these data are shown in Fig. 2-9 where
2
I e8
i'
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.75LI
.
1 1.25
0.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
5.o
1.0
1.0
eO
1.0
1.0
2.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
1.0
1.0
Yo
4.45ol
4.4501
4.4501
h.4501
4.45o01
4.4501h.h0ol
3.9038
3.4314
r1
0.1328
0 .810
0.6640
0.3099
0.2877
0.1660
0.4854
0.2048
Yl
4.2951
3.8082
4.0074
4.4722
4.2841.
h.1291
3.4573
3.2437
r1
Yl
0.0309
0.221
0.165
0.0694
0.0672
0.0402
0.140
0.0633
Y YO
Yl
-0.0361
-0.168
-0.111
0.00495
-0.0388
-0.0777
-0.129
-0.0580
Accuracy
(%)
8.3
1.3
3.3
3.4
1.9
3.3
2.0
4.2
Run No.
12
20
78
76
80
75
49
50o
Table 2-1. Miscellaneous Computed Data
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rl/ 1 and ( 1 - o )/Yl are plotted against 2 for various values of J/
and a. The rl/Y1 curves are straight lines dn the semilogarithmic plot
for a 1, and become concave uward for larger values of a.
Although most of the remarks made in the development of the theory
for the Rijke tube indicated that a heater was being considered, the
analysis was never restricted to this case. The theory should apply for
the case in which a cold grid withdraws heat at the transition region.
hlis case was mentioned in Chapter 1 where it was staited that a cold
grid would cause singing when it is in the second half of the tube and
damping when in the first half.
Several computations were made in an effort to observe this reversal
in the sign of 0. For a refrigerated grid the temperature ratio 82 is
less than 1 and the heat-transfer coefficient is negative. The parameter
values used and the results of the runs are given in Table 2-2. For
6
5.0
1.0
5.0
2.C
2.0
2.0
- I I
e a Result
0.750 -1.0 rl = +0.070, Yl = 2.30
0.75 -2.0 rl positive (run stopped short)
0.667 -2.0 r = 0.32, Y1 = 1.44
0.50 -1.0 r = 0.024, yl = 2.25
0.25 -1.0 r = -o.000oo54, yl = 1.81
0.667 -1.0 rl negative (run stopped short)
0.25 -1.0 r1 = 0.00102, y1 = 2.48
Table 2-2. Miscellaneous Computed Data
Run No.
77
83
81
92
93
91
9L
= 0.2, the reversal did not appear until 2 was reduced to 0.25, a
rather extreme temperature ratio across the heater. To computations
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.8
0.8
I
. - I |-
I r
t 
T
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made for ~= 0.8 gave r negative for = 0.667 but positive for
-
2 0=.25; and again the reversal occurs for small e 2 Eve thoug
the sign of r1 reverses as expected for a refrigerator, the magnitudes
of r are small compared to those predicted for a heater. An explana-
tion for these observations is offered in Chapter i.
In the present chapter a new small-signal theory for the Rijke
phenomenon has been formulated, and an eression determining 1, the
dimensionless natural frequency of the first mode of the tube, has been
developed. The major novelty of the new theory is its allowance for a
transition region of finite thiclmess at the heater position. The
favorable indications of an approximate solution for 1 led to machine
computation of il for a variety of parameter values. The theoretical
predictions will be compared with the experimental findings of this
stucdy in the next chapter. However, preliminary inspection shows
qualitative agreement with the work of others for the dependence of
the driving function on heater position.
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3. EXPfEl'NTS ON THE RIJKE PHENOMENON
The experimental apparatus used in this research on the Rijke
phenomenon is described in this chapter. Special features and pro-
cedures associated with the apparatus and its operation are also pre-
sented. Details are included for an experimental method allowing
measurement of /~l for conditions of driving or damping. The experi-
mental findings are presented and compared with theory.
Apparatus
Figuire 3-1 is a schematic drawing of the apparatus constructed
for these studies of the Rijke phenomenon. Flexibility was the main
consideration in the design of the 2 x 2-in. duct to be used as the
Rijke tube. Made up of pieces of l/l-in.-thick cold-rolled steel bar
stock 2 and 2-1/2 in. wide, the tube can be varied in length from
18 in. to 72 in. in increments of 3 in. The duct pieces were drilled
and tapped with the aid of a special jig, and are therefore inter-
changeable. A sufficient number of 3-, 6-, and 12-inch pieces were
made to allow almost any desired arrangement. All raw steel parts were
chromium plated to prevent rust.
Screws passing through laminated-fiber spacers fasten the duct
to a vertical base-plate assembly (see Figs. 3-2, 3-8, and 3-10).
Since the base-plate assembly carries the weight of the upper terminal
box, the duct need support only itself. This feature allows partial
or complete removal of the duct, leaving the rest of the equipment
undisturbed. ultipiece construction of the duct also permits the
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the introduction of special pieces such as glass side walls (for
schlieren photography), pieces for heat and electrical insulation
(Fig. 3-10), and regular steel pieces with special fittings (e.g.,
microphones, Fig. 3-7; controllable leaks, Fig. 3-13; etc.)
A special procedure must be followed in the assembly of the
duct to eliminate leaks at the joints between pieces. Although the
duct ieces were machined very carefully, a sealing procedure must
be used, since cracks as small as 0.001 in. can introduxe excessive
losses.. The following effective method was finally developed: A
metal syringe and a large-bore hypodermic needle are used to lay a
"bead" of silicone grease along each joint to be sealed. The pro-
cedure is illustrated in Fig. 3-3, which also includes a sample sec-
tion of the duct to show the construction; two side-wall pieces are
shown being prepared for sealing. To preserve the "tightness" of the
duct, pieces must be resealed every time they are either moved or
removed.
The termination boxes shonm in Figs. 3-1 and 3-2 provide con-
trolled end conditions for the tube and allow the flow of air through
the duct to be metered externally. The idea was suggested by Lehmann$+
who, however, used only one "box" at the bottom of his tube. The
upper box was added here both for the sake of symmetry and for some
Dow Corning High Vacuum Grease.
tFig. 3-2 is an early photograph and does not show all of the items
present in Fig. 3-1. An enclosure has been placed over the loudspeaker.
The U-tube manometer has been removed and need not be considered. In
this picture glass side walls can be seen on the lower half of the duct.
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measure of isolation from external noise. An access panel is ro-
vided in each box; the lower panel carries a loudspeaker to supply
the external signal required in some parts of the eperimental
procedure. Figure 3-4 is a view down into the lower box showing how
the inlet air is distributed to the four lower corners of the box by
soft-rubber tubes terminated in loose, glass-fiber pads. This pre-
caution should minimize irregularities in the flow into the duct.
The duct base-plate assembly and its supports are so constructed
that the duct may be terminated at the inside face of each termination
box, or may be extended into the box in increments of 3 in. For
example, an extension of 9 inches would terminate the duct at the
center of the 18-inch cubical volume within the box. Utilization of
this feature is restricted by the fact that the base-plate supports
limit the minimum spacing between the boxes to 18 in.
The whole assembly--duct and termination boxes--is mounted in a
pipe frame and given freedom of vertical movement. See Fig. 3-2.
Two automobile scissors jacks in parallel serve to adjust the height
of the apparatus. This feature allows the location of an appropriate
section of duct in the field of view of a fixed schlieren camera
bench, and also facilitates disassembly of the equipment.
The flow-measuring and flow-control apparatus is pictured in
Fig. 3-5. The two flow meters are of the variable-area ("Flowrator")
type manufactured by the Fisher and Porter, Co., Hatboro, Pennsylvania.
Correction charts for pressure, viscosity, specific gravity, and tem-
perature were supplied with the flow meters. The possible range of
I
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these flow meters is 79 cm3/sec to 5240 cm3/sec, but only the smaller
flow meter (79 cm3/sec to 785 cm3/sec) is equipped with a pressure
regulator to stabilize. the flow. Compressed air entering at the
lower right can be channeled through either or both flow meters, or
can pass straight through. The pipe at the upper left leads to the
apparatus described here.
Several microphones were required for the Rijke-tube experiments.
The small crystal units (M.P. Krimpseal Diabow Units, Tibbetts Mfg.
Co., Camden, Maine) used in preliminary tests of the tube are shown
in Fig. 3-6. (The mounting shown is not that used in this work. )
The pressure sensitivity of these units is approximately -70 db re
1 volt/(dyne/cm ). Their frequency response is good: 0.2 db up to
1 kc, +-1 db to 6 kc; but their sensitivity is temperature-dependent,
making them unsuited to use in or near a tube containing a heater.
In addition, crystal microphones are permanently damaged by extreme
temperature and humidity conditions.l
The experimental method used in this study required the measure-
ment of the acoustic pressure both at the center of the duct and at
i ts lower end. Ivleasuremens at tne center oz tne aucZ were made wITn
a Western Electric 60-AA condenser microphone fitted with a high-
impedance probe tube. See Fig. 3-7. The probe tube was approximately
1 1/2 in. long with an inner diameter of 0.031 in. One wire 0.0256 in.
in diameter was inserted into the probe tube, practically filling it,
t tf red1(F -I-irli h sens i+ zR+ tiriT nrd inn+}nd +h inanrnpc of t h …I.r hn…
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FIG. 3-6. CRYSTAL IICROW-ONES (M.P. fRIFPSEIAL DIABOW UTWITS)
USED L I PRELYIYNARY DUCT TESTS.
FITG. 3-7. CO:,NDmSET ICI~ ICPHEONE (sIT ESTl C'EIC 6LO-AA )
XNWID PROBE TUBE AT MIDPORIT OF DUCT.
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An Electrovoice 655 dynamic microphone was mounted inside the
lower box at the lower end of the tube, as shown in Fig. 3-8.
(Incidentally, the end of the duct, tle base-plate assembly, and one
of the insulating spacers are visible in Fig. 3-8. The wires lead-
ing into the tube are heater-power and thermocouple leads for the
kuble-heater assembly to be described later in this section.)
A comparison calibration in a cavity was made for two crystal
units, the dynamic microphone, and the condenser probe microphone.
The output signal of one of the crystal units was held constant as a
reference, and readings were taken at intervals of 1 cps from 170 cps
to 200 cps, and at intervals of 5 cps from 150 to 230 cps. The two
crystal units and the dynamic microphone had "flat" frequency responses
within tO.1 db, and the response of the probe microphone fell steadily
a total of 5 db from 150 cps to 230 cps. From these data a relative-
response correction curve was drawn for the probe microphone, referred
to the dynamic microphone. In all the experiments reported here,
voltages were measured with a Ballantine Model 300 vacuum-tube volt-
meter, and frequencies with a Conn Chromatic Stroboscope (Conn, Ltd.,
Elkhart, Indiana).
Air temperatures in the lower termination box were measured with
a glass mercury thermometer, and all other temperature measurements
employed chronel-alumell thermocouples made with 28-gauge wire.
See Fig. 3-1. With a reference-junction temperature of O0C these
thermocouples give an emf of approximately 4 millivolts per 1000C.
DTirC.. I'LOBOPIJOLI (E;CTWDOCL 6ti ) !UIf TBE
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Thermocouple enf' s were measured with a null-indicating, comparison-
type device borrowed for the purpose. The accuracy of the measure-
ments was approximately t-O.5°C below 250°C and 2.<5C above 250°C.
The electric heaters used in this research have been made from
flat ribbon rather than round wire. As a result, the tube can be made
to sing without the use of a screen in addition to the heater wires.
(Lehmann4 reported that his heater made of round wires 0.2 mm in
diameter 2mmm on centers, would not drive the tube unless a fine-mesh
screen was placed within a few millimeters of the heater wires.) The
heaters used chromel Aq ribbon 0.12. in. wide and 0.021 in. thick
withrzunded edges. In the construction of a heater the ribbon was
bent into a square-wave form and mounted in a slotted Transite* frame.
A heater element and its 2-inch square frame are shown in Fig. 3-9.
The ribbons are spaced 0.100 in. on centers, and the open area in the
frame is 1 1/2 in. square. Figure 3-10 shows the completed heater
unit mounted on the duct "floor," in this case, on a piece of Transiteo
When quantitative measurements were made, only steel pieces were
used to ensure good seals everywhere and the heater was suspended in
the duct. The double-heater assembly used in quantitative measurements
appears in Fig. 3-11. Two single heaters have been mounted face-to-
face with thin mica spacers at the edges to prevent electrical contact.
The upper-heater frame had been damaged by both heat and handling, but
the alignment of the ribbons one above the other was quite good. A
oiano-wire harness was used to suspend the heater, with the power and
*Transite is a bonded-asbestos board.
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thermocouple leads running downward into the lower termination box.
The eiectrical connections were arranged to ermit the heaters to be
operated individually or together.
Two thermocouples are shown incorporated in the heater assemble,
one 3 in. above the heater, and its mirror image 3 in. below the heater.
"'L"-shaped pieces of double-bore ceramic tubing support the thermocouples,
with aluninum-foil radiation shields on the theater sides" of the hori-
zontal arms of the "'L"'s. The thermocouple junction is wrapped in
aluminum foil and a 1/2-in. flag (visible on the upper thermocouple in
Fig. 3-11) extends away from the heater. This treatment is designed to
cut down on radiation pickup by the thermocouple junction, meanwhile
increasing the area in contact with the gas flowing past the junction.
The, result should be a junction temperature more nearly equal to the
true gas temperature. The lower thermocouple acts as a control. In
the stream of cool air from the lower termination box the temperature
is read by the mercury thermometer. Thus deviation of the lower thermo-
couple reading from the reading of the mercury thermometer is an index of
the effectiveness of the thermocouple shielding. The experimental results
indicate that the shielding was reasonably effective except, perhaps, at
the highest heater temperatures.
A schlieren camera was made available for this study. Unfortunately,
it was not used extensively to study the flow in the duct because of
difficulties in sealing the glass side walls and in preventing cracking
of the glass near the heater. Some effort was expended on adjusting the
schlieren camera and in making qualitative observations on the flow near
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the heater. One useful schlieren picture is presented with discussion
of results.
The Experimental Method
The theoretical analysis which has been presented for the Rijke
phenomenon is basically the study of a transient situation. The
theoretical results are concerned with rates of growth or decay for
a small-arplitude oscillation. Therefore, the experimental method
used must either observe the phenomenon directly as a transient or
make observations known to give equivalent information. The latter
approach has been adopted, and a procedure developed for this study
allows steady-state measurements to be interpreted in terms of the
quantities which describe the transient behavior. The new experimental
method involves the introduction of losses to counterbalance the driv-
ing tendency of the heater. Details will be given after some pertinent
relations are presented and discussed.
A system having a simple resonance has a complex natural frequency,
p = a + jco, which is a pole of an impedance or admittance function
for the system. The real part of p0 increases (negatively) with the
damping (losses') in the system and is zero when there are no losses.
The steady-state response of the system near its resonance is charac-
terized by a center frequency f and a bandwidth 9W, defined as the
increment in frequency (cps) between points (called half-power points)
where the amplitude response is 1/2 = 0.707 relative to the response
at f . The ratio of these quantities defines the "figure of merit"*C
*See Ref. , . 506, ff.
-1 BW --rC (3-1)
which is an index of the sharpness of the resonance.
For a high-K system (Q > 10) the center frequency fc is very
nearly equal to fo = Co/2r. Geometrical considerations in the complex-
frequency plane show that for such a system
1 = _ ° (3-2)1 o0 0
The quantity /co is related directly to the transient behavior of
the system; when multiplied by 2 it becomes the logarithmic decrements
(or increment) for decay (or growth) of oscillations. It is entirely
proper that steady-state measurements of Qo and co should lead to
information on transients because both the transient and the steactT-
state behavior of a system are specified by the locations of poles and
zeros in the complex-frequency plane.
The effects of the heater in a Rijke tube may be regarded as two-
fold. First, it raises the average temperature in region 2, thus
requiring the "cold" natural frequency oc to be corrected for tempera-
ture to P8. This correction does not include any driving or damping
effects. Second, the "active" effect of the heater is to add a complex
frequency shift, A = A + jAo. In any practical case, such as in the
a, 27
original experiments reported by Rijke , losses are present in the
tube; and 80 lies in the left half lane. Therefore, in order to cause
singing, the shift Ac must be large enough to overcome the losses and
"Ref. .5 o. 52.
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move 1 into the right half plane . Such a case is illustrated in
Fig. 3-12-a
In contrast, the theoretical analysis presented in Chapter 2
assumed the tube to be lossless. Figure 3-12-b shows typical condi-
tions for this case. The temperature-corrected frequency p0 lies on
the imaginary axis, and any shift to the right results in driving..
Unless some correction is made, the theoretical prediction of p1 will
not, of course, agree with the value of p1 determined in an experiment.
For ar given apparatus there is a value of below which singing will
not occur even though predicted in the theoretical case. An example is
shown in Fig. 3-12-d where the heater tends to drive the system but
cannot overcome the losses.
In order to permit meaningful comparison of theory with experiment,
the following assumption is made: The heater-generated complex-frequency
shift A is taken to be independent of the position of 0 if Po is near
the co axis, that is, if po is the temperature-corrected natural frequency
of a high-.Q system. The first-order approximation is equivalent to a
superposition assumption for small frequency shifts in the plane for a
system having a sharp, simple resonance. An analogy of a sort is the
electrical, simple tuned circuit in which the effects of series and
shunt losses are indistinguishable near a high-Q resonance. If the two
kinds of losses are expressed in units of 1/Q, they become interchange-
able (near the resonance) and negative-resistance effects can be included.
lae write = + col for the natural frequency of the first mode for
the theoretical case of a heater in a lossless tube. In the practical
case the corresponding natural frequency in = + j when losses
are present in the tube.
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The analoguous statement for this small-signal analysis of the Rijke
tube is that the effects of tube losses and heater losses (including
negative heater losses, i.e., driving) are interchangeable.
An experiment based\on this assumption is the following: With
the tube singing, losses are introduced until the tube just barely
stops singing. At this point the losses in the tube just balance the
driving tendency of the heater. The situation is shown in Fig. 3-12-c,
where the added losses have shifted p0 further into the left half plane
and pl lies on the imaginary axis. In this case it is evident that
0
and (3-3)
o 1 o
Furthermore, since A is assumed unchanged by shifts in Bo,
a_ a _ 1 
0) co 2`
It follows from Eqs. (3-3) that
co 2 co 2Q a1 1 _ 1 I 1 Am/
If both AB and c are unchanged by the introduction of losses, 1 is
equal to co; and Eq. (3-5) becomes
21 1 o (3-6)
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Here Q1 and al/X1 are the values given by the theory; 1 is a negative
'driving" Q when O/01 is positive.
There are several difficulties encountered in the determination
of the various quantities involved in Eq. (3-6). First of all ,,
the temperature-corrected natural frequency of the tube, is an artifi-
cial quantity which cannot be measured. The quantities which one can
measure directly are Ooc and o the resonant circular frequency Q of
the cold tube after the losses have been introduced, and , the cir-
cular frequency of the oscillations in the tube just as these oscilla-
tions die out. A value of co can be computed by correcting for temper-0
ature according to the relations given in the previous chapter (see
Eq. 2-70). The temperature correction is based on the assumption that
regions 1 and 2 are regions of constant average properties. The computed
value of can therefore be in error according to the extent to which the
average temperature in regions 1 and 2 deviate from fixed values due to
heat conduction to and from the walls of the tube, radiation absorption,
etc. Any shift in co due to the introduction of losses can cause an
additional error.
The assumption is made that 0Q for the hot tube is approximately A0
equal to Qoc for the cold tube. The exact relation between Q and oc
oc 0 oc
depends on the loss mechanism, the heater position, and the amount of
the temperature rise involved. If the losses are caused by viscosity,
which increases with increasing temperature, a should increase along
with co; and the assumption that -a/co = 1/2Q is unchanged is at least
approximately correct.
T, r F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
For purposes of this study it seems best to lump the various
uncertainties in one composite approximation. Equation (3-6) is
simplified to A
1 = 1_ 1 (3-7)
2U, J 2Qoc
The error involved in this expression is difficult to evaluate but is
probably of the order of the true frequency shift A/o, which has
been neglected relative to 1. Once again we note that co cannot be
measured but must be computed.
The important feature of Eq. (3-7) is not the number of approxi-
mations made in developing it, but rather the fact that it enables
one to make quantitative measurements of ol/w1 to be compared with the
theory. That is, the new experimental procedure bridges the gap
between an idealized theoretical approach and actual laboratory measure-
ments.
Values of QO the figure of merit of the duct with no heat addi-
tion, were determined from forced-response resonance curves, plotted
point-by-point. Figure 3-1 shows the loudspeaker, which supplied the
drive to the system, and the two microphones used in these measurements.
The drive to the tube itself was held constant, as indicated by the
microphone at the lower end of the tube. The corrected readings of
the probe microphone were then plotted as a function of frequency.
Readings were taken and plotted in decibels, and the absolute levels
were therefore unimportant. Bandwidths and center frequencies read
from the resonance curves yielded the values of Q.
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The first tests used the small crystal pressure microphones, one
suspended halfway down the tube, the other at the lower end. The
duct-sealing procedure was checked several times after side-wall
pieces were removed and resealed. Determinations of were found to
be repeatable, and the method was accepted. Additional checks showed
that the introduction of the probe microphone did not lower the Q of
the tube and that curves plotted from the corrected readings of the
probe microphone agreed with earlier measurements.
The method of introducing additional losses into the system was
the opening of small holes at the center of the duct. An array of
21 holes, each 0.031 in. in diameter, was drilled in a side-wall
plate as shown in Fig. 3-13. The horizontal and vertical spacings
were equal to 1/4 in. The holes were provided with close-fitting
wire plugs, which were shown to be effective by another check of Qoc
The duct then was calibrated in terms of 1/2Qo as a function of
the number of holes opened. The measurements were made with the sound
pressure in the tube as small as possible to avoid nonlinearity in the
hole losses. The results appear in Fig. 3-14 where the ordinate has
been labeled - 1/241 = l/co1 in accordance with Eq. 3-7. Curves are
presented both for the empty duct and for the duct with the heater
assembly of Fig. 3l11 at = x /o = 0.2. The effect on - /2&1 of
the heater assembly at this and other positions in the duct with all
holes plugged is shown in Fig. 3-15. Correction numbers can be read
from Fig. 3-15 to correct the values of 1/2Q1 for any heater position.
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Figure 3-14 also shows the variation in the tube's resonant frequency
f with respect to the number of holes opened. Figure 3-14 shows the
apparatus to be a high-Q system, as assumed. The values indicated are
Q = 109 for the empty duct, and Q = 67 for the heater assembly at
Xo/ = 0.2. Both values are for all holes plugged.
The procedure described covers cases in which the tube losses
must be increased to prevent singing. The subthreshold case shown in
Fig. 3-1$-d is yet to be considered, as is the case in which the heater
itself adds damping to the system. The simplified relation presented
in Eq. (3-7) effectively implies that frequency shifts are being
ignored here, with the result that values of 1/24 for driving or damp-
ing are superposed. The same reasoning can be applied in the subthresh-
old and damping cases, and the effect of the heater is regarded as a
shift in 1/2Q. The equation which describes this situation is
1 1 1
where Q1 is the Q of the system having a natural frequency of p1. It
is evident that Eq. (3-7) is a special case of Eq. (3-8) where B is
on the imaginary axis and 1/2Q'1 is zero.
Therefore, it is possible un princi le to determine 1/2Q1 in
Eq. (3-8) from the measurable quantities 1/2( ° and 1/2 1. The value
of 1/2o is taken from the duct-calibration duct-calibration ata with n appropriate
correction for heater position, and 1/2Q'1 is derived from the measured
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resonance curve of the heater-and-tube combination. Some experimental
difficulties arise in attempts to measure resonance characteristics
when power is supplied to the heater. These problems will be con-
sidered after the experimental findings have been presented.
Since the duct walls become hot when heat is supplied, some
account should be taken of the temperature dependence of the hole
losses. These losses are viscous in nature and, if Poiseuille flow
is assumed, will be proportional to the viscosity. The temperature A
dependence of ciscosity was given in Eq. (2-41) and can be used here.
Therefore, the quantity (Tw/296)0 *768 was plotted vs. TW, the wall
temperature at the holes. The ordinates of this curve were used as
correction factors for the number of holes relative to the number of
holes effective at TW = 230 , the temperature of the wall when the
duct was calibrated. The thermocouple used to measure the wall
temperature is shown in Fig. 3-1 but does not appear in Fig. 3-13.
An experimental method has been described which enables one to
obtain information on the transient behavior of a Rijke tube from
steady-state measurements. In keeping with the assumrtion made in
the theoretical analysis, all measurements are carried out under
small-signal conditions.
Presentation and Discussion of Experimental Results
The quantitative results obtained by the experimental method described
in the previous section are presented and discussed here. In most cases
thle data are presented with heater power as the independent variable and
'Ref. 13, p. 585.
flow velocity, U, as a parameter. This method of presentation most
nearly corresponds to the manner in which the experiments were made.
As was the case when computations were being made for the theoret-
ical analysis, the first test performled was a determination of the
dependence of the driving function, - 1/2 1 = l/l, and the fractional
frequency shift, (fl - fo)/fl, on heater position, x = Xo/, . The
exoeriment was carried out for a heater power of 422 watts and a flow
velocity of 11.8 cm/sec. A relatively high heater ower was chosen so
as to give strong driving and damping by the heater. The results are
set forth in Fig. 3-16. The values of - /2Q1 on the broken curve were
detenlined from the original data by an alternate method. This point is
discussed later in this section.
After the run in which ~ was varied, attention was concentrated
on the heater position = o/, = 0.2, just as was done in the compu-
tation of results from the theoryr. Measured values of the driving
function - 1/2-1 , the temperature ratio e2 = T2/T1, and the heater
temperature T, are presented in Figs. 3-17, 3-18, and 3-19, for the
case in which power was supplied to the upper heater alone. Figures
3-20, 3-21," and 3-22t show the corresponding results obtained when
power was supplied to the upper and lower heaters in series. Curves of
constant temperature ratio appear on the heater-temoerature plots, having
been der.ved from the temperature-ratio plots. The frequency-shift data
for both single- and double-heater operation appear in Fig. 3-23.
*Thle broken curve for U1 = 5.9 cm/sec is for data tacen at $ = 0.7.
Other points for heater powers lower than 250 watts in this family of
curves are also for 0 = .7, but do not show the individuality ex-
hibited by the points for U1 = 5.9 cm/sec. he remainder of the data
are for s = 0.2. This matter is discussed later when instability of
the flow s considered.
tThe broken curves for constant 62 correspond to the values of 2 given
by the broken curve in Fig. 3-21.
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The double-heater assembly was employed in this study for the
purpose of making the transition-region thickness available as an adjust-
able parameter. The adjustment is, however, limited; and the procedure
is somewhat uncertain because of the proximity of the two heaters. In
single-heater operation it would be virtually impossible to prevent the
pickup of heat by the inactive heater. The result would be an increase
in the equivalent thickness of the single heater. In an effort to
minimize this effect the upper heater was always used in single-heater
operation. The lower heater would then be in the stream of cool air
entering the heater assembly from below, and heat transfer to it by
conduction and connection would be kept small. There was no apparent
method of preventing radiation pickup by the lower heater, and it is
likely that its temperature was above that of the cool gas in single-
heater operation.
Heater temperatures were not measured at the same time that data on
- 1/2Q1 were obtained. Separate runs were made with the heater in the
upper part of the tube. This procedure eliminated the need of intro-
ducing any additional fixtures and wires while the driving effects of
the heater were being measured. The measurements were expected to be
valid because the average properties of the flow should be independent
of heater position. An interesting exception is pointed out in subsequent
discussion on the instability of the flow at low velocities. A thermo-
couple junction, encased in ceramic for electrical insulation, was
wedged between o of the elements of the upper heater at a position
about 3/8 in. from the center of the heater. There is a possibility that
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the heater temperatures measured at the upper heater were higher than
the average heater temperature for double-heater operation. However,
there does not seem to be any direct way to evaluate the effect in
retrospect. It seems unlikely that the air stream flowing past the
thermocouple junction would change its temperature appreciably. The
heat transfer to the ceramic from the heater ribbon by conduction should
predominate over the heat transfer from the ceramic to the air stream.
The temperature ratio 2 = T2/T1 was calculated using the tempera-
tures as measured by the thermocouples above and below the heater. The
temperatures were converted from the Centigrade scale to the Kelvin
scale, but no corrections were applied. This was judged to be a reason-
able procedure because a comparison of the lower thermocouple reading
with that of the mercury thermometer in the lower box showed appreciable
discrepancies (say, more than 10 per cent of the Kelvin temperature T)
only at the highest heater temperatures. Even when the measured value
of T1 was higher than the true value because of radiation pickup, the
measured value of T2 will also be high. Therefore, the error in the
ratio T2/T1 is considerably smaller than the error in either T1 or T2.
As might be expected, the larger differences between T1 as measured by
the lower thermocouple and as measured by the mercury thermometer occurred
in double-heater operation when the lower heater was hot.
Three kinds of evidence exist to indicate that the character of the
flow above the heater underwent a change at very small flow velocities.
First, there are the abrupt breaks in the curves of constant 62 on the
i
I
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heater-temperature plots of Figs. 3-19 and 3-22. Evidently some change
had taken place as the flow velocity was reduced from 11.8 cm/sec to
5.9 cm/sec. The second indication of this change in the flow was the
fluctuation of the reading of the upper thermocouple for low flow
velocities. Variations of about t10 C in T were observed within a few
seconds. Higher frequency variations were also present.
The third and most enlightening observation was made with the aid
of the schlieren camera. During early tests a single heater was mounted
in the tube, as shown in Fig. 3-10, and glass sidewalls were used on the
lower half of the tube. Continuous observations showed the flow above
the heater to be unstable for very low flow velocities. The flow wavered
and swirled as though occasional packets of hot air rose from the heater
as masses of somewhat cooler air moved down off the walls of the tube.
Figure 3-24 is a schlieren photograph taken under these conditions;
the picture is a side view of the heater, looking along the heater elements.
Here U1 = 5.2 cm/sec, and the heater power was 24 watts. Even at this low
heater power the instability is visible; the disturbance at the left is
apparently an intrusion of cooler air off the left wall. At higher heater
powers the disturbances became more violent in nature. Under these cir-
cumstances an increase in the steady flow had a pronounced stabilizing
effect.
Figure 3-24 is an instantaneous exposure made with a flash-tube
light source. The knife edge was vertical, and therefore, horizontal
temperature gradients appear as light and dark areas. In this case a
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positive temperature gradient to the right causes a dark area to appear
in the picture. The mass of air intnrding on the left is separated from
the air to its right by a strong dark band, and is therefore cooler than
the air to its right. The vertical dark and light bands just over the
heater elements show the nonuniform temperature distribution across the
duct. The air is hottest just over an element and is coolest halfway
between elements.
The fact that instability exists in the flow above the heater has
been established by the evidence just presented. The interpretation is
that an unstable condition results when the flow velocity is reduced
too much below the connective velocity which would normally be established
by the heater. The heated gas just above the heater is then figuratively
straining at the leash, and steady flow conditions do not exist.
The instability would not east in an idealized case where the
temperature was truly uniform throughout region 2. However, as long as
there is heat transfer to the cooler ;walls above the heater, there is a
"source" of cooler air over the heater, and instability results.
This discussion suggests an explanation for the broken curve of
Fig. 3-21 for U = .9 cm/sec. As has been pointed out, the data for
the broken curve were taken with the heater at a = 0.7, the other curve
for U = 5.o cm/sec having been plotted for ~ = 0.2. It is evident
that for a given heater temperature a more stable situation exists with
the heater nearer the top of the tube. This is so because there is a
shorter length of wall above the heater to cool the gas and send it back
down toward the heater. The temperature rise should then be greater,
since there is less mixing of cooler air with the hot air rising from
the heater. This reasoning is confirmed by the higher values of 2
for the broken curve of Fig. 3-21.
This departure from flow stability at low flow velocities suggests
that the behavior in the limit of "zero" velocity may not be simple.
Here one is really dealing with an extension of the original Rijke
phenomenon inasmuch as the lower end of the tube has been enclosed. Only
under these circumstances can "zero velocity" (that is, zero externally
supplied flow) have a meaning. Lehmannl was the first to enclose the
lower end of a Rijke tube and hence was the first to observe the singing
that does occur with the external supply of air cut off. The same
phenomenon has been observed in this research, where once again the lower
end of the tube is enclosed. At this point no real explanation is given
for this zero-velocity phenomenon. Rather, the observation is made that
the simple conditions assumed in the theoretical approach do not exist
in the unstable flow regime of very small average flow velocities. Tle
theory should not, therefore, be expected to agree with experiment in
this limit.
A phenomenon present in all the active-heater experiments was the
gradual warming up of the duct. As a result, the observations were
never made under truly steady-state conditions. It was decided to adopt
the approach of making observations as rapidly as possible before the
duct became too hot. The results were generally acceptable, but some
difficulties could not be avoided. For example, the repeatability of
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experimental points was not always good, and merely repeating values
of heater power and flow velocity would not necessarily yield the same
values for - 1/2Q1 and 0
A disturbing effect of the continual warming up of the duct is that
the resonant frequency rises with passing time. This effect leads to
errors in determinations of - 1/2Q 1 when a forced response curve is made
by the slow point-by-point method. When the resonance curve is measured
from low-to-high frequencies, the resulting bandwidth is too large; and
the losses in the tube are overestimated. The effect is demonstrated
nicely by the two response curves in Fig. 3-25. Here the curves are
actually skewed to the right because more time was spent taking points
up to the maximum than was spent finishing the curves. Such skewness
is expected to be the result of a rising resonant frequency.
The curves in Fig. 3-25 are those from which values of - 1/2Q 1 were
determined for - 0.7 and 0.85 to be plotted in Fig. 3-16.
The center frequencies and half-power points are indicated on the curves
in Fig. 3-25. A better estimate of the bandwidth is twice the smaller
half bandwidth. New values of - 1/2Q1 determined from this revised
bandwidth are shown on the broken curve in Fig. 3-16, and the true values
are probably slightly higher than these.
The error caused by the shifting of the resonant frequency would be
even greater for the cases of subthreshold driving. In such cases the
bandwidths to be measured are small and even a small frequency shift
can be important. More rapid measuring techniques are required. Two
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possibilities are actual transient measurements of the decay in the
system and the use of automatic response-measuring equipment.
Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results
The experimental results have been presented and discussed, and are
now to be compared with the theory where possible. Comments made in the
previous section indicate that the experimental results for the lowest
flow velocity, 5.9 cm/sec, should not he expected to agree with the theory
because of a change in the character of the flow at low velocities. There-
fore, these results will not be weighted heavily when comparisons are made.
The first comparison between theory and experiment is that for the
dependence of the driving function -1/2 Q1 on heater position . The
shape of the experimental curve of Fig. 3-16 shows good qualitative agree-
ment with the theoretical curves of -1/2 Q1 in Fig. 2-5, especially when
the broken curve is used for the second half of the tube. The magnitudes
of predicted and measured values of the driving function and of the fre-
quency shift are compared later in this section. The three measured
frequency-shift points indicate a change in sign across the center of the
tube as do both of the theoretical curves. [Note that (fl' - f)/fl' =
(Cl' - M)/l The magnitude of predicted and measured values of the
driving function and the frequency shift are compared later in this section.
Estimates of the parameter values are required for quantitative com-
parison of the theoretical and experimental results. Consideration of the
principle of continuity of mass shows that the effect of the transition-
region thickness 2a is dependent on the volume of the transition region.
The thickness should be then corrected by multiplication by g, the
fractional open area of the heater. Values of = a/ were determined
from this corrected thickness, and the value of 1S was taken to be that in
region 1 just outside the heater. The resulting values of 6/'i for the
single and double heaters with 1/8-in, wide ribbon elements are given in
Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Values of 6/8N Corrected for Fractional
Open Area of Heater
Because of the number and nature of the quantities involved, the
estimation of the heat-transfer coefficient a is at best an approximate o-
cedure. The characteristic dimension D in Eq. (2-39) was taken to be the A0
diameter of a cylinder having the same perimeter as the heater element
(Do = perimeter/n). This definition of Do means that we have chosen a
Reynolds number which varies with the perimeter of a heater element, or
equivalently, with the surface area per unit length of the element.
Typical conditions can now be chosen for a comparison between theory
and experiment. The quantities to be used to determine a = bl/P2 with the
help of Eq. (2-47) are
n = 0.24 c = 0.72 x 107 ergs/gm-°C
ml= o.6 P1 = 1.21 x 10- 3 gm/cm3
& = 1.91 e2 = T2/T1 = 1.5 Po = 1.72 x 10- 4 dyne-sec/cm2
g = 0.44 T1 = 270C
U = 11.8 cm/sec Pi = 1.01 x 106 dynes/cm2
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Single Heater
Double Heater
'P1hn --n l- T1P t IT Pc:+.
S D T
0 S
(cm) ' (c)
2.7 0.235 270
5*4 0.470 215
mn fPr- to 
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a = 1.03 single heater,
a = 1.75 double heater.
With the value of 6/M = 2.25, from Table 3-1, a comparison of - 1/2 Q
and (c - )/wo for the upper heater is recorded in Table 3-2.
- 1/2 Q1
l - fl '-f
f
Theoretical Experimental Theoretical/Experimental
0.095 0.0091 10.3
-0.18 -0.113 1.60
Table 3-2. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental
Values of -1/2Q1 and (1 - )/% for the
Upper Heater for 2 = 1.5, U =11. 8 cm/sec,
4 = 0.2.
The comparison for the upper heater shows that the predicted driving
function is an order of magnitude too large, but the predicted frequency
shift is relatively close to the measured value. The estimate of a for the
double heater has been included for reference.
If the comparison is repeated for the conditions existing at = 0.2
in the runs in which heater position was varied; the results shown in
Table 3-3 are found. As before, the predicted value of - 1/2 Q is
- 1/2 %Q
ll 'co f1 - f
1 1
Theoretical Experimental Theoretical/Experimental
0.18 0.0235 6.75
-0.176 1.36
-0.240
-0.091 2.64
Table 3-3. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental
Values of - 1/2Q1 and (o1 - co)/co for the
Double Heater for e2 = 2.0 (approx.),
U1 = 11.8 cm/sec, 4 = 0.2
appreciably higher than the measured value. The two experimental values
for the frequency shift were obtained at different times. The first was
read from the curve in Fig. 3-23 for the heater power corresponding to
e2 = 2.0 in Fig. 3-18. The second value of frequency shift was derived
from data for the same heater power and flow velocity as were used in the
runs for varying heater position. The measured value of 02 for this second
point was only 1.7 instead of 2.0 as was observed when heater position was
being varied. The difference is presumably caused by differences in the
duct temperature.
The results of the comparison of measured and predicted values of the
driving function - 1/2 9Q and the frequency shift (f l - f)/fl' are the
following: For several typical conditions, the theoretical values of
- 1/2 Q are approximately one order of magnitude larger than the measured
values, whereas the predicted and measured values of (fl' - fo)/fl are in
much closer agreement. Because of the number of assumptions involved, the
estimated values of the heat-transfer coefficient a might be in error by
as much as a factor of 2. The comparisons therefore are best described in
approximate terms.
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At this point some relations are to be developed to aid in the com-
parison of the theoretical and measured effects of variations in the
parameters. The assumptions made in developing the theory can be shown to
support the following statement: The average heat-addition rate Q goes to
increase the average temperature of the gas at approximately constant pres-
sure. With the application of the ideal-gas law this fact is expressed as
= p1 UAcp(T2 - T1 ) -= P1U1 (e 2 - 1) . (3-10)
It follows from Eqs. (2-44) and (2-47) that
b Q* (3-11)
1 U
Since P1 and P2 are practically equal, Eqs. (3-10) and (3-11) give the in-
teresting result
a = 1 Yl (e2 _ 1). (3-12)
Goldstein states that for the case of a circular cylinder mI is not con-
stant but, instead, increases with increasing Reynolds number. The same
behavior for m should hold in this study, since the heat-transfer relation
used here is identical to that given by Goldstein for the case of a circular
cylinder.
Because of the dependence of ml on the Reynolds number Re, one may
observe that mi increases with increasing Pi, U, or Do, and decreases for
increasing f. The viscosity increases with increasing temperature. ac-
cording to the relation given in Eq. (2-41). The characteristic dimension
*Ref. , p. 636.
Do, is associated directly with the transition-region thickness 6. There-
fore, m may vary even though 6/M, is held constant, since m increases
with both 6 and N.
For constant temperature ratio 60, Eq. (3-12) shows that a is directly
proportional to m. For ml = 0.6 and e2 = 1.5, Eq. (3-12) gives a value
of 1.05 for a, which happens to be quite close to the estimated value for
the single heater (see Eqs. (3-9)). However, in order that Eq. (3-12)
give the estimated value of a for the double heater, i1 must be increased
by a factor 1.75/1.05 = 1.67. This result is disturbing, since it casts
a shadow of uncertainty over the whole process of estimating a. As has
been pointed out earlier, the double heater was used with the hope that it
represented a good method of checking the effect of heater thickness. Now,
however, the advisability of making direct comparisons between the single-
and double-heater results is questionable.
Another harbinger of difficulty in comparing the results for single-
and double-heater operation is the lack of similarity in the shape of the
constant-e2 contours in Figs. 3-19 and 3.22. The ratio a/mi is constant
along each of these contours. Yet the behavior of the heater temperature
is different in the two cases. Ignoring the data for U1 = 5.9 cm/sec, one
sees that the heater temperature Ts increases mith U1 for the case of the
upper heater alcne. In contrast the curves for the double heater show Ts
to be approximately constant with increasing velocity over the range of
the measurements. The implications are as follows:
For the upper heater as U1 is increased, 82 being held constant, the
tendency for ml to increase is tempered by the increase in tf brought about
by the riskn T s. In the case of double-heater operation, Lf does not in-
crease because Ts is approximately constant. Therefore, the tendency for
ml to increase with U1 should be stronger. A qualitative check on this
measuring Trill now be made.
Figure 3-26 presents the measured values of the driving function
- 1/2Q1 and the frequency shift (fl - fo )/f plotted against 1/U! for
e = 1.5. An arbi-'rary scale factor has been incorporated in the
abscissa. Only the relative positions and slopes of the curves are
important for this argument. Inspection of Table 3-1 and Figo 2-6
hown ~t+hnt +-ha rnnr n ir-n1iis nf r; / nir in +.lip ernerimenres lis
to the right of the maxima in the theoretical curves of - l/2Q1 Vs. 6/ 1 .
(The curves mentioned are those for constant a.) Therefore, for constant
heater thickness 6 the measured curves of - 1/20 1Vs. 1/U1 should have a
negative slope on the log-log plots being considered. The curves for
the upper heater and for both heaters show this general behavior, but
their negative slopes are neither equal nor as large as those given by
the theory for constant a (Fig. 2-6).
However, as was stated earlier, a is expected to increase with
decreasing 1/Ule. The curves of Fig. 2-6 show that at any point an in-
crease in a imlies; a decrease in 1/2'1. On this basis the smaller
negative slopes of the curves in Fi. 3-26 are reasonably expectedo As
a matter of fact, our reasoning has even predicted that the slope of the
curve for both heaters should be less negative than that for the upper
heater alone. This follows because a increases more rapidly with decreas-
ing /Ui for the double heater and, therefore, effects a greater reduction
in the magnitude o the slope of the curve. Initially, the two curves
would have approximately the same slopes, were a constant along them, even
for different values of a. See Fig. 2-6.
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TI e same remarks on the variation of a with 1/U 1 can be applied
in the discussion of the fractional-frequency-shift curves in Fig. 3-26.
I f~Rpfp tn t he thnretica reSll i in Fi. 2-° shows that an increase
-| . .. v ,,v .. X ~. , .. . _ 
in a with U should make the frequency-shift tcurve rise more rapidly at
low values of L/'J. The curves of Fig. 3-26 can be said to exhibit this
general tendency, although no clear "curve" is determined for the double-
heater case.
The arguments presented in the comparison of the theoretical and
experimental results have not been rigorous, in nature. Rather, they
were intended to aid in the qualitative evaluation of the theory. In
the light of the uncertainties involved in the determination of the
heat-transfer coefficient a, the discussion could be described as suc-
cessful in demonstrating agreement with expected trends. It has been
n -+_> th+ +hn rnnin-+ ..... fron in+rli nnrl llh - a.r +nir .n ~  nnt
appear to be directly comparable.
The experimen.tal method developed for -this research appears to have
accomolished the first known quantitative measurements of the small-
signal driving function for a Rijke tube. Conclusions, a criticism, and
recommendations for improvement and extension of this work are presented
i n ne o±owng cnapter.
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CHAPTER 4L CONCLUSIONS MJ'D RECOMvIENATIONS
The first section of thlis chapter is devoted to an application of
1_ _ _____n__SA__ 1 1 _ 1 : ___1  _ X __-_____ 1 I __ _ I _ __t ne results oZ01 Ie tneorelica± analysis, witn empT asis on a etenmnation
of phase relationships for the various acoustic quantities. Considerable
insight is gained with regard to the driving mechanism. Rayleigh' s
criterion for singing is interpreted for this case and is substantiated.
After conclusions are made, several revisions in the theory are suggested.
A criticism of the method introducing losses in the experiments is presented,
as well as a number of recommendations for further work, both theoretical
and experimental.
Phase Relations arnd leis Criterion
Part way through the theoretical analysis of the Rijke tube the
amplitude factors were eliminated from the eressions, leaving frequency
as the only unknownm The solution for the fundamental natural frequency
was carried out, and the results consisted of a description of this
frequency in terms of the parameters of the problem. Once the frequency
is determined, it can be used to determine the complex amplitude factors
which had previously been eliminated. By this procedure one could
determine the relative amplitudes and phases of the acoustic components
of pressure and velocity at any point in the tube.
With the aid of Eqs. (2-14) and (2-15), the wave impedances for
regions 1 and 2 are defined as
U1 - P1C tanh (4-1)U, ~~~cI
and
= ta~ %Ql2(-2)
' - L ch J
Br evaluating the hase angles of z.. and z one can determine the simn
of the real parts of these impedances. Because in Fig. 2-1 velocity is
taken to be positiLve to the right, a positive real part of zl or z2
means that there is an average energy flow to the right. Similarly, a
negative real part of zl or z2 implies energy flow to the left.
The following results car. be established on a basis of the consider-
ations just mentioned:
i
a) For positive a, i.e., for growing oscillations, there is an
average flow of energy away from the heater into regions 1 and 2..
b) For negative cr, i.e., for damped oscillations, energy flows
toward the heater in both halves of the tube.
Since pressure-release end conditions have been applied, no energy flows
into or out of the tube at its ends. Therefore, the energy leaving the
} hem g aL, ,,I no_ 1.,45A ,, A, ~c,, Ado 4L~ Who· Ban L HIII-I | C ;s, d{h
IJAI_ CI.1 6W W - UULU H'J \' .L -'.J. ' G.' Ad Act .J V.- I b V . V/ / -U
energy density in the standing wave. The derivation of this result
identif"ring the heater as the source or sink of energy in the tube has
not required anr consideration of the flow or heat transfer at the
heater.
The phase relations esting at the heater are now to be determined.
From Eqs. (2-l14), (2-15), (2-59), (2-62), (-l), and (h-2) the following
relations can be developed:
I
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u (x0)
p2(o )
K
1 Z2 (Xo)
1 o
where
G2 + ( - ) (e 214. _ _ _ _ + 6
M1
(Y - 1 ) (
The following phase angles are defined:
p2(Xb)
*1 / (1 0
Pav
av = X )-1P o (
Pav 2 (o + - 2 (x )]
YK =
2 /Z 2(x )
/ 
*r / Pav
[ p2 (x )
is the average of plCXo) and P2(o). The significance of Pav and r
will be explained shortly.
The quantities in Eqs. (4-3) through (-7) were determined for two
sets of parameter values for which computed values of l r + jYl
exist. The points chosen were ~ = 0.2 (driving) and 4 = 0.7 (damping)
with 6/M1 = 3.0, d2 = 2.0, = 10.0. The computed values of l1 were
I
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Ml
.5 )0
4rfJ
(L-5)
where
(L-6)
(4-7)
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0.0148 + j L.54 for , = 0.2 and - 0.0193 + j 2.98 for = 0.7.
These are two of the points forming curve B of Fig. 2-5. The vector
diagrams in Fig. L-I represent the phase relations at the heater for
+the points chosen. In these diagrams the phase angles and the lengths
0 of -the vectors have been drawn for clarity rather than orecision. The
acoustic component of the heat-addition rate is shown in phase with u ,
as was assumned in the analysis. Table -1 contains the data necessary
for the vector diagrams. (The phase angles are expressed in radians.)
Table 4-l. Data for Construction of Vector Diagrams.
It is interesting, to study the vector diagrams, with Raylei:hl's
criterion for singing in mind. The criterion is stated as "When heat is
added periodically to an oscillatory system, the oscillations tend
to be driven if the periodic art of the heat-addition rate has a component
in hase with the acoustic pressure, and tend to be damped if the heat-
addition rate has a component out of phase with the ressure." The ,oressure
referred to is understood to be the acoustic pressure at the ooint at which
the heat is supolied. Tn the case of the Rijke tube this is "the ressure"
at the heater,
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HIowever, the vector diagrams, Fig. -1, show a considerable phase
and magnitude difference between the pressures at the two sides of the
heater. "The pressure at the heater" is therefore interpreted as Pav,
the average of the ressures on opposite sides of the heater. Thus,
r the phase ang,:e between q and av (see Eqs. (-6), is the important
quantity in an evaluation of Rayleigh's criterion as applied to the Rijke
phenomenon. The expression of the criterion is then
Driving if lr <2
Damping if FrI > 2
As can be seen from Table -l1 and the vector diagrams, the results
predicted bythe theoretical analysis of this research are in agreement
with Rayleight' s criterion. Furthemore, this agreement has been established
in retrospect, and has not been forced by arbitrary assumptions early in
the theoretical develooment.
Conclusions
A number of important conclusions follow from the phase relations
at the heater and from the imlications of Rayleigh's criterion. It is
apparent that the Rijke phenomenon involves a mechanism which is dependent
on tr' the phase angle between the acoustic heat-addition rate q and the
average pressure at the heater Pay The assigrment of a finite thickness
to the transition region is perhaps the most important innovation in the
theoretical part of this research. A finite transition-region thickness
makes possible the hase differences across the heater which result in
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driving or damping in agreement with Rayleigh' s criterion. Further-
more, these phase differences now can exist without the assumption of
a discontinuity at the heater.
Several revisions in the theory are suggested by the fact that
there are nonnegligible phase differences between p1 and 2 and between
u1 and u2 . The heat-transfer relation, Eq. (2-39), was interpreted in
terms of the total velocity in region 1, with the result that q was
taken to be in phase with u1. See Eq. (2-51). It is now evident that
a better assumption would be
bu bq lav 2 ( ul + u2) (4-9)
where u is rne average oI tne slgnal velocities a opposite sldes o
the transition region. The use of an average signal velocity in the
heat-transfer relation is more realistic because it includes phase
information not otherwise taken into account.
The effect of the relation expressed in Eq. (2-9) would be to
reduce the component of q lying along Pav. (Refer to Fig. 4-1, remem-
bering that the phase and amplitude relations will be altered somewhat
by the new heat-transfer relation.) On a basis of the reasoning leading
to Rayleigh's criterion, one may say that smaller values of the driving
function ~l/cl should result. The new heat-transfer relation would
therefore improve the agreement between theory and experiment.
The introduction of uav into the heat-transfer relation Eq. (4-9)
should also improve the theoretical predictions for the case in which
-
I
a refrigerated grid replaces the heater. In the analysis mploying
Eq. (2-51), undue emphasis was placed on u without regard to the phase
of u2 . This emphasis on 'l could reasonably account for the fact that
surprisingly large temperature drops (small 62) were required for the
prediction of damping by a refrigerator in the first half of the tube and
driving in the second half.
The analysis of the phase relations at the heater makes it possible
to comment on the phase-shift theory mentioned in Chapter 1. This theory
suggested that q should be assumed to lag "the velocity" -- presumably
u1. Provision for such a lag was included in the computation program
described in Chapter 2 but was never used. In retrospect, the view is
now seen to be incorrect. Fig. 4-1 shows that if q lags ul, the component
of q along Pau is larger, and stronger driving and damping result. This
represents a step in the wrong direction as was pointed out earlier. The
best assumption seems to be that q is in phase with u and would probably
av
actually lead uI rather than lag it.
An additional point to be considered in revising the theory of
Chapter 2 is that the energy equation, Eq. (2-28), should be revised to
cover the case of finite transition-region thickness. One difficulty
involved in such a revision is that the first law of thermodynamics must
be written for a true thermodynamic system such as a pocket of gas. Thus
the specification of the instantaneous rate of increase of internal energy
-ould require a knowledge of the processes taking place within the heater
region. On the other hand, the first law should not be used to describe
Ii
i
i
I
I
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irreversible processes like heat transfer across a finite temperature
difference. A compromise approach would be to rewrite the term
I . lr
1P v( 2 I)as p2~2Cv - P 1llcv , ignoring the rate of
change of energy of the gas within the heater. A more careful study
seems advisable in order to determine the importance of this matter.
A Criticism of the Experimental Procedure
In view of the importance of the phase relations at the heater in a
Rijke tube, a question should be raised concerning the loss mechanism
used in the experiments. While the exact manner in which losses are
introduced probably is immnaterial in determining the resonance character-
istic of a high - system, other considerations are now seen to be
important in the Rijke phenomenon.
It has been shown that the heater is the only source or sink of
energy in the tube in the theoretical, lossless case. The phase angles
and 42 are greater or less than v/2, depending on the direction in
which energy is propagated. The fact that there are losses at the walls
and terminations of anyr practical Rijke tube will effect some changes in
these phase angles because the heater is no longer the only source or
sink of energy.
When losses are introduced at a specific point, as was done in the
experimental part of this work, the method may be oen to criticism.
For example, with the heater in the first half of the tube and losses
introduced at the center of the tube, energy is propagated from the
heater to the center of the tube. The effect at the heater is a reduction
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in 2 increasing the in-phase component of P2 on u2 to account for the
energy propagation. toward the center of the tube. Other things being
equal it appears that this might result in a decrease in fr and the
measurement of too large a driving function. See Fig. 4-1 and Eq. (-?).
An analysis of this problem has not been carried out, but the error
involved is probably not great when the Q of the system is large.
Recommendations for Further Investigation.
Further work on the Rijke phenomenon should include the various
theoretical and eperimental investigations necessary to resolve the
questions brought out in this analysis. Two revisions in the theory
have already been mentioned. in addition, an analysis should be under-
taken to determine the effects of tube losses on the phase relations at
the heater. Included in this analysis should be the effects of con-
centrated losses showias the holes used in this work. Useful information
on the trends involved could probably be obtained by means of perturbation
techniques making use of the solution for the loss-free case.
When a heater has a relatively small open area, inductive effects
caused by the construction at the heater should be considered. The
approach might well go back to the point in the derivation of the boundary
conditions for the heater when the heater thickness was first introduced
as a parameter. A correction other than the volume correction employed
here might be necessary.
A large-amplitude study of the Rijke phenomenon could not be per-
formed by a simple extension of this work. A number of the simplifications
employed here are no longer valid when the acoustic particle velocity is
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not small with respect to the average flow velocity. Some parts of this
analysis could be carried over, especially the general approach to the
flow at the heater region. Special attention must be paid to the phase
relations; and in the steady state the value of l must be identically
zero. A comparison of the large-and small-signal solutions would
indicate whether or not the steadt-state amplitude has a simple dependence
on the small-signal driving function /e.
Other interesting items for analysis are the maximization of the
driving or damping function and the determination of the natural frequencies
of higher modes of vibration.
A very importl;ant point for both the theoretical and eperimental
aspects of the problem is the determination of the behavior of the heat-
transfer coefficient a. Unfortunately, in this study a lack of detailed
knowledge of the dependence of a on the other parameters prevented
complete comparison of theory with experiment. Since any experimental
determination of the heat-transfer coefficient must involve measured
temperatures, more careful temperature measurements should be considered.
Future eqxperimental work should include a study of the unstable flow
regime observed at low velocities. An interesting exeriment would be
the inversion of the apparatus so that the air would flow downward through
the heater. In. tlis case, the forced blow and the convection flow would
be opposed to each other. ore etensive use of schlieren techniques
would be helpful in this aspect of the work.
Among the exmeriments suggested by the analysis performed here is
the direct measurement of the aplitude and phase relations at the heater.
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For purposes of comparison with theory it would also be interesting
to perform some experiments with refrigerated grids. Wherever possible,
measurements with heaters should be extended over wide ranges of flow
velocity, heater powel; and heater thickness. Extelrmal cooling for the
duct walls might be required to establish a thermal steady-state condi-
tion and to improve the repeatability of readings. An isolated point
for consideration is the possibility of observing the Rijke phenomenon
for the case of a liquid flowing through a tube. The market for such a
been
phenomenon--if it exists--has not : evaluated, but the thought is an
interesting one.
In the research reported here a new theory for the Rijke phenomenon
has been formulated with the inclusion of a heater transition region of
small but finite thickness. Values of the complex natural frequencies
for the fundemental mode of the tube have been computed and interpreted
as driving functions (q/c) and frequency shifts [(fl - f)/ft] from a
simple temperature-corrected natural frequency.
By means of an e:perimental method developed for this study, easure-
ments of the small-signal driving function were carried out under a
variety of experimental conditions. The theoretical dependence of the
driving function on heater position, is in good qualitative agreement
with eperiment, but the theoretical values are an order of magnitude
too large. Although other indications of qualitative agreement between
theory and eeriment were observed, extensive comparison was hindered
by a lack of knowledge of the behavior of the heat-transfer coefficient.
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A determination of the hase relationshirs for the acoustic
quantities at the heater showed agreement with the criterion for heat-
driven oscillatior advanced by Raleigh. The phase relationships suggest
several revisions in the theor, which should give closer agreement
between theory and eeriment. Note is made that the transition-region
thickness and the phase shifts resulting from its adoption are important
in the mechanism of the Rijke phenomenon. In conclusion, recommendations
are given for further work, both theoretical and experimental.
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APPENDIX A. GLOSSARY
Definition
Amplitude factors
Half thickness of transition region
Bandwidth
Heat-transfer quantity
Velocity of sound
SpTecilic heat at constant pressure
Specific heat at constant volume
Characteristic dimension
2.71828 (base of natural logs)
A function
A function
A function
Fractional open area of heater
Heat-transfer quantity
"Imaginary part of " the function inside
brackets
A function
Heat conductivity
A function
Length of tube
Mach number = U/c
Exvonent in heat-transfer relations
Intsger
Nusselt number = / Do/kf
Unit
cm
cycles
ergs/m3
cm/sec
ergs/cm- 0°K
ergs/gm- K
cm
ergs/sec-cm2 - °K
ergs/sec-cm- 0°K
cm
Snbol
A, B, CD
a
BW
b
c
c
p
c
v
D
0
e
F
f
G
g
Imn C
K
k
L
I
m
N
Nu
Definition
Coefficient in heat-transfer relations
Averase pressure
Total pressure = P + p
Time-varying component of pressure
fo/FW, figure of merit
Average heat-addition rate
Total heat-addition rate
Time-varying component of heat-
addition rate
Universal gas constant
Reynolds number = p'Do/A
"Ieal part of" the function inside
the brackets
Active area factor of heater element
Acoustic condensation = (p'/p) - 1
Temperature
Total temperature = T +
Tinle
Average velocity
Total velocity = U + u
Tie-varying-velocity component
A :function
Variable of integration
Position
Heater position
A function
dynes-./cm2
dynes/cm2
dynes,: cm2
ergs/sec-cm2
ergs/sec-cm2
ergs/sec-cm 2
ergs/gm-°K
oK
oK
sec
cm/sec
cm/sec
cm/sec
cm
cm
cm
Symbol
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Unit
n
P
Pp
Q
q
R
Re E 
S
s
T
t
U
u
V
w
x
x
o
Y
Definition
Co/c1 (imaginary part of dimensionless
frequency )
A function
p/u (specific acoustic impedance)
Dimensionless heat-transfer coefficient
o+ j (complex frequency)
cp/C v (ratio of specific heats)
d/t (dimensionless ratio)
A constant
jT7T 1 ' (square root of temperature
ra:io across heater)
Wavelength
Coefficient of viscosity
Xo/C ! (dimensionless ratio)
3.ll59
Average density
Total density = p(l + s)
Rea.l part of complex frequency
Time-varring component of temp-rature
r + jy = p/c 1 (dimensionless complex
frequency)
Phase angle
Circular frequency
dyne-sec/cm3
l/sec
cm
dyne-sec/cm2
gm/cm3
g/cm3
l/sec
°C or OK
rad
rad/sec
Symbol Unit
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Z
z
a
t1
6
8
e
p
~tP
P I
a-
IC
O
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